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Abstract:
E-marketing is now an established, important and often decisive channel especially for B2C
(business to consumer) activities. One of the visible characteristics of today’s world is
globalization. In “developed” societies where services, products and possibilities abound, not only
money but increasingly time is becoming an important parameter. People’s availability of time is
crucial for how they form their lives and how they act when choosing, buying and using products
in the market place. The attitudes towards globalization influence not only choices of products and
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for known and new for them products and services and brands. Therefore, time & money
resources and attitudes towards globalization are also decisive for companies in development of
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Abstract. With the number of international students increasing globally and the mobility of students is becoming a condition to secure a good
job and to gain a shining career, evaluating candidates prerequisites is
becoming challenging. This paper presents how knowledge management
approach using AI techniques could help academic institutions in the
evaluation of international students profiles by providing an adapted
methodology. This methodology implemented in the proposed system
will help institutions gain more time in processing students files, provide
accurate evaluation of candidates by taking their cultural background
into consideration and avoid human errors.
Keywords: Higher Education, International Students, Knowledge Management, Text Mining, and Speech Recognition,
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Introduction

France hosts each year international students willing to pursue their higher education in different fields. Their presence compensates for the relative lack of
talented French students. The state and the French educational organizations
want to increase the number of students to improve the position of the French
educational system vis-a-vis the Anglo-Saxon system, among others.
More than 300,000 students annually from 180 different countries got enrollment in the French Universities and Graduate Schools. These academic institutions receive thousands of applications of the students who have completed
their high school, bachelor, or masters degrees. This diversity of students profiles
and their different academic background make accurate assessment an extremely
challenging task. Up to now, the prior learning assessment of candidates and the
processing of their applications are done manually and hence these tasks are
time consuming and involve a lot of human potential errors in the selection. In
addition, the distinctiveness of the French education system especially with its
”Grandes Ecoles” that are unique, complicates the task of evaluation. International standard exams like SAT, GMAT, GRE are insufficient to conduct a full
assessment.
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What is missing? As per our knowledge existing systems lack of considering
criteria such as cultural aspects, level of education in each country, motivation,
real meaning of motivation letter, and emotional intelligence. In the light of the
current state of the art and on our knowledge, there is no automated intelligent
system that performs a multi-criterion evaluation of international students by
multi-media and multi-modal interaction with them. Knowing the proposed programs, computer trends and needs of students, this system should also propose
an adjustment of programs, according to the students level. Here comes the need
for automated multi-criteria system for the evaluation of students knowledge and
motivation.
Many researchers and universities have worked on several systems to evaluate the students profiles to provide coherent admission results and to process
the maximum number of applications possible. One of these approaches is to
compare the profiles of new applicants with those who have similar profiles and
have already validated their academic programs. A second approach was based
on ranking of applicants by using the available historical data and predictive
analysis to detect the risk of admitting those candidates. Athors use these data
to orient stduents toward a specifcied major or domain. In my opinion, all of
these approaches do not serve to solve the main problem presented in this paper as they do not provide a subjective and adapted assessment exercises. Also,
those systems do not evaluate international students attended universities and
their learning outcomes. In addition, the decision support system implemented
do not use the latest technology.
In this paper, we are going to present the related work, research methodology,
challenge, and the proposed system for evaluating the stduents’ profile using
knowledge management.
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Challenge

To remove this lock and define an effective system architecture, a deep understanding of the admission principles and related contexts is mandatory. Existing
experience and explanation of the admission problem from the educative point
of view must also be considered.
Today applying to any degree seeking program in France or anywhere in the
world nationally or abroad requires that candidates should undergo an admission
procedure to assess the profile of candidates and to announce the final decision
(admission/refusal of candidates). Admission systems vary from one country to
another and from one institution to another. The characteristics of each country
and institution shape the admission system, however there is a big percentage of
communality between these systems as they require the same traditional documentation, evaluation, information: admission and languages proficiency exams,
interviews, CVs, transcripts, motivation letters, and recommendations letters.
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Fig. 1. Current Admission Cycle

2.1

Admission Systems

Up to now, all institutions need the candidate information and exams results to
decide of the admission status of candidates. The admission procedure that is
widely used worldwide and in France is described as follows:
– Students apply online on the institution website by supplying all the relevant
and requested documents.
– Admission teams process the files following the order:
• Relevance of the candidate to the requested major
• Candidates high school or bachelor grades
• Candidates experience and skills
• Interview conduction (remote or face to face) to detect: genuineness,
motivation, and capacity
• Exams conduction to detect knowledge and practice
• Financial status (mainly Anglo-Saxon institutions)
– Results announcements
2.2

Knowledge Blocks

As an entry point to understanding the admission system, we should look at 2
major knowledge blocks that contribute to the relevant evaluation of students
profiles: the Curriculum Vitae (CV) and the online interview. The CV still is
an important document that helps the admission committee identify important
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information about the candidates and provide knowledge on students academic
and career path. The online interview helps the admission committee to detect
motivation and validate the coherence and genuineness of the candidates vis-a-vis
their CVs and profiles. For this purpose, the online interviews will be registered
and rerun for the offline evaluation.
Curriculum Vitae (CV)
This block is very essential in the evaluation process. In the current systems
the CV students are not taken into consideration as the evaluation logic only
depends on the profiles of previous students who have succeeded a certain curriculum. Hence it depends on a comparative mechanism that might be valid
for students coming from the same background but might fail for a diversified
group of students.This block should provide the below information about each
candidate:
– Basic: to detect the country of origin of each candidate, age and gender. The
country will be a crucial factor in the adapted evaluation since a cultural
impact matters here.
– Academic background: to detect the institution attended by the candidate
and the highest degree obtained and the number of academic years after
high school. This will help also to compile a list of academic institutions
worldwide that will be ranked based on students success after enrollment
and pursuing of classes.
– Professional experience: to verify the experience and skills acquired during
this experience and its relevancy to the degree obtained. This will help also to
compile a list of companies worldwide that will be ranked based on students
success after enrollment and pursuing of classes.
Beside the direct knowledge that will be extracted from CVs, text mining procedures will be applied to derive knowledge from the unstructured text by merging
all the above listed information. We will apply statistics, analytics, semantic and
natural language processing algorithm and output of this exercise could be a
weighted mark that aggregate CV main parts.
Online Interview
This exercise will serve in providing several types of knowledge on candidates.
The online interview will be used to evaluate the English language level of candidates, their motivation, their capability to present themselves and present a
coherent project of life, and some easy behavior aspects. The following 4 groups
of knowledge could be extracted and evaluated from pre-registered video interviews:
– Detect the candidates oral ability by evaluating the first couple of minutes
of their interview.
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– Analyze the candidates behavior in the video in terms of self-confidence and
coherence.
– Evaluate the candidates answers to the interview questions to detect their
motivation and relevance.
The idea is to retrieve the audio files from the registered interviews. The
following techniques could be used to have a precise evaluation: speech recognition, Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognizers, Speech analytics and
Semantic Interpretation for Speech Recognition. The output of this simulator
could be a weighted mark on a scale of 5 (poor, fair, good, very good, excellent
for example). This mark could be an aggregate of the language, motivation, behavior, and character. There is a possibility also to convert to text to apply the
text mining techniques.
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Proposed System

The comprehension of the nature and contexts of the elements leading to the
correct evaluation will guide the choice of knowledge models and processing
methods. The proposed architecture will contain several communicating building
blocks. Working on the algorithm requires treating a list of modules that build
up the main architecture.

Fig. 2. System Principles

These modules can be in the below order:
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– Exploration of the elements gathered during collection phase and comprehension of the relations in systems components. Collected elements include
information found during the educational research part. Exploration should
include knowledge discovery and required analysis, as well as behavioral detection. The architecture will be adapted based on the educational research
results.
– Generation of an adequate exam. The exam should consider the results found
in the previous research and the academic profile of each candidate.
– Generation of the GAAF (Global Admission Acceptance Factor). This is the
specific measure of student knowledge and capacity, that may vary according
to the requirements.
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Conclusion

In this paper, the integrated system of students evaluation using knowledge
management approach is presented. The main aim is to assess how KM can help
in a such system. By presenting and analyzing the 2 major knowledge blocks
that constitute the evaluation system, we will be able to obtain an architecture
that leads to an adapted evaluation of candidates. Also, this analysis will help
us to validate the proposed solution using real cases and integrated feedback
experience. The advantage of the proposed exam is that it does not assess only
the aptitude and the knowledge of the candidate in a certain domain. It goes
beyond the instantaneous evaluation of students to assess the experience, the
skills acquired and the behavior in a multinational environment. The next step
will be building up 2 simulators based on the CV text mining block and the
interview evaluation block. These 2 simulators will be tested on hundreds of
students applications we own to verify their outputs and validate the proposed
algorithm. These 2 simulators will be crucial to building up the architecture of
the proposed system and test in real case scenarios.
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Abstract
Collaboration is frequently used both in literature and in practice as a sustainability and survival
strategy for SMEs. In this study, we propose an ICT Platform to support SME Collaboration in
discrete complex manufacturing industries. The proposed ICT Platform is defined by a conceptual
platform and a functional and process flows. Initially through a Balanced Scorecard application the
SME network strategy is translated into operational level ICT initiatives. Then the ICT initiatives are
classified in a conceptual framework. Finally, the functional and process flows of the ICT platform
are identified and presented.
Keywords: SME Collaboration · ICT Platform · Process Flow · Strategic Planning

1 Introduction
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) represent a high percentage of the world’s economic
power. Forming collaborative networks is frequently addressed as a survival and sustainability tool
for SMEs in the global markets [1], [2]. By joining their resources and competencies through
networked manufacturing, SMEs can reach a larger dimension, access global markets, share risks,
and nurture innovation through collaborative product development [3]–[5].
The need to align business strategy with ICT strategy and development was highlighted
frequently in the literature [6], [7]. While ICT development starts from the operational level and
builds through tactical and strategical levels, strategy setting starts from the strategic level and is
translated to tactical and operational levels [8]. In this context, in order to develop efficient
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operational level ICT tools, it is therefore required to clearly translate strategic objectives into
operational initiatives.
In an extensive literature review, we have not come across any study that relates the company’s
business strategy with operational level ICT initiatives. Some of the reviewed papers work on the
integration of the operational level, with no evidence of strategy concerns or they rather follow an
incremental approach, where they initially develop business architecture and then create more focused
decision support tools. Our main observation is that, while the theoretical literature continuously
repeats the need for strategic and operational alignment and for business strategy and ICT strategy
alignment, in practice and in general, applications are very limited and deceiving. On the other hand,
the literature on Collaborative Networks mainly covers research to guide real life applications and
focuses on developing practical tools to support inter organizational collaboration. Organizations are
looking for methodologies to support a high level of integration and since collaboration brings many
immediate benefits to all partners, the development of a long-term vision and of a strategy has been
ignored.
In this work, we have presented the methodology that supports the design of ICT platform to
support a Collaborative network. The methodology consists of three main steps: Initially the SME
network vision was set as sustainability, survival, and growth. Later by implementing a balanced
scorecard approach, the vision was translated into ICT initiatives, which create the base for a
conceptual framework. Finally, the functional and process flows of the ICT Platform are designed and
presented.

2 The Proposed Business Model
The proposed collaborative business model, designed to support SMEs functioning in discrete
complex manufacturing industries, is composed of two organizational layers: SME Network and
Dynamic Manufacturing Network (DMN). While an SME network is the first organizational layer
(strategic network), the DMN constitutes the second layer (operational network. SME networks are
strategic partnerships of autonomous SMEs that collaborate to reach joint goals and they precede
DMN formation. SME Networks provide long-term integration between network members, support
their healthy operation, maintain trust and fairness between members, and develop strategies to
manage the operational level decisions. The DMN, as the second layer of the business model, is
defined as a temporary or long term collaborative network, that counts on joint manufacturing efforts
of geographically dispersed SMEs and/or OEMs [9], [10]. DMNs are formed to satisfy specific
business opportunities (either one time or repetitive) and dissolve once the orders are delivered.
Fig. 1 presents the proposed business model, which functions as an intermediary between the
customer and the manufacturing sides of the industry. The customer side is integrated through an ecommerce module, and a sell side marketplace is developed for customer communication. On the
manufacturing side, DMN formation and operational planning require integrated business processes
and an automated, collaborative ICT platform. This collaborative platform needs to be built in order
to assist the DMN life cycle, to support SME network decision making, and to monitor order
processing. The collaborative platform can be used simultaneously by several DMNs that are
designed to fulfill different business opportunities.
The proposed business model requires automated processes to assist the DMN life cycle, and the
business functions to support SME network decisions. A DMN works at the operational level and
requires detailed focused decision support tools to enable and optimize its operations. In this context,
an ICT platform should both support the back end and the front end of the whole supply chain, should
facilitate interoperability among autonomous members, should enable communication flows within
the network, and should assist business processes through the DMN life cycle [11]. ERP applications
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provide control over shop floor operations but they do not provide a means to link the autonomous
network members.

Fig. 1. SME network and DMN business model

3 From Strategy to ICT Initiatives
Several researchers have discussed the need for alignment of the business strategy and the ICT
strategy. It is claimed that identifying a sound business strategy is the key for business process agility
[6]. To successfully support business processes, the ICT strategy also needs to be aligned with the
business strategy. An automated network needs to initially define its business requirements which will
lead to a business architecture to be further supported by an ICT infrastructure [7]. Business model
development and goal setting are clearly the basis for developing a correct information technology
infrastructure.
While strategy development needs to start at the strategic level, by SME network goal setting and
strategy setting, process integration needs to start at the operational level by developing a set of
automated collaborative processes. In terms of process integration, as we go from bottom to top, the
level of integration decreases and tools move from detailed mathematical decision support systems to
conceptual frameworks or reference models. On the other hand, in terms of strategy setting, decision
makers need to first decide the strategy of the SME network and later, develop ICT tools at the
operational level, by translating that strategy to operational goals. In order to create successful
collaborative networks, the business strategy should be integrated into the development of ICT tools
and decision-making methodologies.
In order to align ICT design with business strategy, we defined the SME Network vision, and
translated it into ICT strategies. The SME network vision is initially grounded on three components:
sustainability, survival, and growth. While survival is the act of standing against economic crisis and
other disturbances in the system, sustainability stands for withstanding internal organizational
challenges. Growth, on the other hand, stands for the expansion of the SME network along time. This
vision is then translated into operational level ICT initiatives through the Balanced Scorecard
methodology. Due to the space limitations, the balanced scorecard approach will be briefly explained.
The ICT initiatives will later be classified in a conceptual framework, which will support the design
of the ICT platform. The developed framework covers three main functions: SME network support
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functions, e-commerce functions and DMN support functions. Due to page limitations, conceptual
framework is briefly mentioned.

4 ICT Tools
Based on the ICT initiatives, conceptual framework and literature review findings, we have
developed a set of ICT tools to assist the business model. We propose here an organization of the
functional flows as follows: Order Promising; DMN Life Cycle Management; Customer Relations;
Membership Management; and Group Cohesion Management. Fig. 2. shows the functional flows of
the ICT platform and Fig. 3. presents the process flows of the system.

Fig. 2. Functional flows
The overall process of operational planning in an SME network starts with a customer interaction
through the e-marketplace. The production system operates under an Available to Process (ATP)
strategy. Once the e-marketplace receives a new customer order, the order-promising module will be
triggered, in order to check order feasibility both in terms of available capacity and required
competencies. Online partner and order information will be extracted via the DMN Collaborative
Platform. After the Order Acceptance submodule confirms acceptance of an order, this order will be
combined with other orders for classification and prioritization. The Order Prioritization submodule
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will compute order priorities, via a multi-criteria decision making tool. Order priorities will be utilized
in the DMN Creation submodule, so that orders that are more valuable are processed first. On the
other hand, the Order Classification submodule will compute order classes through data mining and
data science approaches. Order classes can be used in strategy and promotion development for
different order classes. These modules will be fed with information on order characteristics (due date,
volume, processing time, etc.) and on customer characteristics.

Fig. 3. Process flows
In the DMN Creation submodule of DMN Life Cycle Management module, a multi-objective
mathematical model is employed to decide DMN configuration and to compute the production and
transportation lot sizes. The model will use several objectives such as cost, flexibility, partner
reliability, order priority or operational risk and will take into account partner capacities, capabilities,
order priorities, and costs. The order priorities generated by the Order Prioritization submodule and
customer priorities calculated by the Customer Prioritization submodule, will also be considered in
the DMN formation process. Since DMNs typically serve to a group of distinct customers, it is a good
strategy to take into account customer characteristics during DMN formation. In order to enable the
formation of customer and order driven DMNs, the Customer Relations module will provide its input
on customer priorities and customer segments. At this stage, the DMN Risk Management submodule
of DMN Crisis Management uses mathematical tools to predict operational risks related to DMN
processes, and integrates the results to the DMN creation process. Once the DMN configuration and
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operational plans are set, job orders will electronically be transmitted to selected partners. In order to
maintain visibility within the network, all the partners of the SME network will receive a report
stating the DMN configuration and plans.
In the DMN tracking phase, if a deviation from the initial plan is detected, the DMN Event
Management submodule of the DMN Crisis Management submodule will trigger an action. It may
either reschedule production among current DMN partners, or include new partners to the DMN in
order to assign them the failed operations. Once the operations are performed, the DMN Performance
Measurement submodule assesses the performance of each partner. Moreover, DMN partners will
also evaluate their trust towards the SME network and the other partners. DMN performance
assessments will be stored in the Collaborative Platform database for future tracking purposes. While
failing in one DMN is probably acceptable for a partner, failing frequently is an important problem
that requires further attention. Finally, the DMN Sharing module will employ decision-making
mechanisms to partition joint costs and benefits among partners, by taking into account their
performances within the DMN.
The Customer Relations module analyzes customer data, and consists of three distinct
submodules: Customer Prioritization; Customer Segmentation; and Customer Tracking. Initially, the
Customer Prioritization submodule feeds the DMN Creation submodule with values for customer
priorities. The Customer Segmentation submodule then creates customer segments, again based on
past customer information, thus providing information that can be utilized to develop strategies and
promotions for similar customers. On the other hand, the Customer Tracking submodule calculates
customer preference patterns, in order to support product development.

5 Conclusions
In this work, we have designed a set of ICT tools to support a business model based on two
organizational layers: SME Networks and Dynamic Manufacturing Networks. Initially, we have
identified three components of the SME network vision: Sustainability; Survival; and Growth. Later,
we have implemented a Balanced Scorecard approach to translate the SME network vision into
operational level ICT initiatives. These ICT initiatives, along with comprehensive literature review
findings, provided a basis to design an ICT Platform.
Two layers of ICT Tools were designed for the business model: a conceptual framework to
support SME Network functions; and functional and process flows for the business model. These
instruments are expected to adequately guide the development of focused decision support tools.
Nowadays, Collaborative Networks are highly dependent on ICT platforms and automated
processes. Developing such integrated tools by following a well-defined methodology will have
several benefits. Since partners get involved in these collaborative networks mostly for long-term
advantages, developing a long-term vision and aligning strategy with action improves the credibility
of the Collaborative Network in the partners’ perspective. Moreover, it broadens the short term
oriented, financial benefits-focused perspective into longer-term objectives, such as growth,
sustainability and survival. Developing a clear vision and implementing it into operations increases
the resilience of organizations in today’s turbulent markets. Moreover, automated processes working
with real time data significantly shorten the decision making time and make the operational execution
much easier.
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Platform for Knowledge Society and Innovation Ecosystems
Abstract
This paper reminds some basics and conditions of
Knowledge Society related to Innovation Ecosystems
dynamics and propose an artificial intelligence-based
platform for collaborative gathering, sharing and
exploring
knowledge
supporting
Innovation
Ecosystems.

1. Introduction
The term of Knowledge Society has been
(re)introduced over two decades ago [1, 2, 3 and 4],
while Egypt, Babylon, China, Greece, Rome, Mayas
and others were Knowledge Societies. In these
societies knowledge was reserved to the elite or was
open. Huge amount of past knowledge disappeared
with decline, has been lost lack of knowledge transfer
or simply “replaced” by new trends, due to human
nature.
Today some consider that Knowledge Society
should be based on higher education and combine
research and technology in the innovation process
leading to entrepreneurship and job creation [5, 6,
and 7].
The European Union (EU) vision for facing today
challenges is based on these three pillars: education,
research and innovation [5]. Open Innovation, Open
Science and Opening to the World [8] strategy is
promoted via Digital Single Market [9] where
technology transfer and start-ups are encouraged.
Except the EU Cordis base [10] providing
information on all research programmes and results,
this strategy lacks of essential environment for facing
unemployment, growing and success.
Digital Single Market strategy includes all
technologies such as ICT, Future Internet, nano- and
biotechnology, robots, IoT, 3D, etc. The recent
environmental concern, however limited to energy,
transportation and CO2 reduction is considered as
potential source of innovation and business. Several
programs are devoted to these topics.
Such a limited choice of skills to develop may
lead to disappearing of basic skills and activities

essential for the sustainability of the whole society
ecosystem.
The recent interest for social innovation may
improve this situation.
This paper discusses the conditions for
sustainable innovation success in the context of
knowledge society and technological push. After
introduction, the concept of innovation ecosystems is
presented and some conditions for balance are given.
The role of technology supporting the innovation
ecosystems is than considered through the example of
Global Knowledge Society Ecosystem. Finally
concluding remarks and some perspectives are given.

2. Main System Components of
Innovation Ecosystems
Various definitions of Innovation ecosystem (s)
are available in the literature [4, 6, 11 and 14].
We propose to consider those presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Innovation Ecosystems [11]
It is composed of system elements interacting and
influencing each other. Some connections are one
way only what influence the balance of this
ecosystem. The innovation ecosystems interact with
natural ecosystems, for example quickly developing
and changing technology use raw materials and
generate waste. Data Centers generate heat that
should be managed. Some applications prevent

human from reasoning because the automated
systems with embedded intelligence replace human
intervention and interaction. There are also very
useful applications helping people performing better
their activities.
Education preparing the skills for the future has a
great role to play in this context.
This model focuses on research while educational
system has to explore all talents and produce all
necessary skills to preserve the balance, for example
cultivators, builders, service providers, etc.

The educational programs and training as well as
detection and management of talents contribute to the
balance of innovation ecosystems.

2.1. The role of Education
Education is a base of innovative spirit. While
absorption of knowledge is encouraged in Europe,
many skills and experiences are wasted and many are
missing in the current context, lack of maps and a
strategy of knowledge dynamics for values creation,
lack of forecast. Most of universities follow trends
instead of leading.
Web, Multimedia and ICT have provided new
possibilities of “knowledge diffusion” and exchange
vie e-learning, m-learning and training using various
methods, including serious games and videos for
learning gestures [15]. Many MOOCs are now
available on line.
However most of channels are mainly one way.
Learning on line is complementary to live learning
and give access to many. The creativity and
collective intelligence that are cornerstone for
innovation, need more than on line knowledge
absorbing.
Developed countries are in transition from
industrial era to the Knowledge Economy, which
involves some essential changes. A few of them are
presented in the Table 1.

Table 2. Contrast in managerial roles [11]

2.2. Others
Ecosystems

Components

of

Innovation

The sustainable success of innovation requires
two ways communication between components
shown in Figure 1. Policies, research conditions,
evaluation and ranking systems, their synergy with
companies and managing of environmental impact
contribute all to the balance.
The well organized and managed knowledge flow
supported by right technology as a blood feed the
exchanges facilitating creativity and transformation
of ideas into sustainable success.
Innovation ecosystems are the cornerstone of the
prosperous Knowledge Society.

3. Example of Platform for Global
Knowledge Society

Table 1. Some changes induced by Knowledge Economy

This dynamic context induces the new focus and
new roles, compared to industrial era. Some on them
are highlighted in the Table 2.

Today we have access to a plethora of various
applications on servers, clouds, mobile, IoT in many
fields. However a world platform providing unique
access to right data, information or knowledge that
can inspire, be reused and valuated is still missing.
There is still too much lost, forgotten or hidden
knowledge. European programs have produced an
extraordinary amount of technologies and solutions,

most of which are not visible and therefore not
known.
We still loose time searching, using very
performing engines but not always finding what we
are looking for because of multiplicity of similar
information stored in various files, applications,
robots, IoT, etc.
The business model of the most of these search
engines goal is not necessary finding, but
transforming us into a machine to buy.
Inspired by the work of Entovation network on
Knowledge City [16] and then on Knowledge Cities,
Knowledge Regions and Knowledge World [17] the
Global Knowledge Society should be considered as a
whole with holistic perspective and as ecosystems.
It is composed of living knowledge cultivators
and artificial knowledge discovery engines both
influencing and preserving the environments they are
part of.
The main system components of a platform for
Global Knowledge Society are presented in Figure 2.

knowledge models [12]. The right AI techniques as
well as reasoning models offer a variety of efficient
services.
An appropriate education is still one of sine qua
non conditions of a sustainable society.
Another education at all levels, 3W (what you
want, when you want, where you want), e- and mlearning, without “walls” and borders between
domains, focus on effective learning, asking right
questions, connecting with right people, including the
ability to apply the acquired knowledge in given
situations.
Educational system includes an early detection of
talents, measuring another IQ (imagination quotient)
and teaching (by playing) of global, holistic and
system thinking. Such an education has the ambitious
task of changing mentalities and values, of educating
a culture of “knowledge cultivators’, increasing
imagination and creativity and taking the best from
the past and inspiration from nature.
This education is based on exchanges, where we
learn also to break usual connections (mental
flexibility), to listen and respect, to undertake and
succeed collectively; an education for all, in which
technology and means of communication have a
significant role to play.
Such a real-time learning switches from diffusion
and absorption only to listening, observing,
participating, capturing, linking and opportunity
hunting.
The other important points are the official
recognition of new forms of organizations such as
networked enterprise [4, 13] and selections based on
talents and not on social position.

Figure 2. Platform for Global Knowledge Society
Ecosystems.
All components of the Platform are connected and
interact with each others.
Powered by artificial intelligence and with the
ability to learn, the machines (computers,
smartphones, robots, etc.) would become the
intelligent assistants of humans.
An ecosystem connecting users of all levels,
designers of machines, software editors and
researchers would be fuelled by challenges, needs,
feedback and mutual discovery of problems to be
solved and technological possibilities.
The architecture of this platform is dynamic and
incremental allowing adding modules that articulate
with each other through reusable conceptual

The innovation process and in particular products
design and packaging methods needs to be more
nature inspired (biomimetics) and produce
sustainable products with embedded knowledge,
which will be also used for repairing instead of
recycling.
Computers and other devices must be also
“green”, equipped with the “green” and intuitive
software.
Knowledge tours, as well as virtual and real, helps
acquiring new knowledge, get a comprehension of
cultural context, discovering alternative solutions or
another ways of doing things and find ideas for new
products and services.
Future centers introduced by Leif Edvinsson [14]
are among the places for prototyping new forms of
innovation (quadruple helix, societal innovation, etc).

Others EU experiments such as Enoll bring a
contribution to such a platform. Knowledge, Smart
and Wise Cities may also join the Platform instead of
rediscovering “the wheel” again and again.

4.

Conclusion

and

Perspectives

While there are a lot of initiatives around the
world on separate components of Innovation
Ecosystems it will be interesting to connect them
trough a common platform to avoid loss of time and
of energy doing similar or the same things using
various lens. More collaboration on the global level
my help addressing the current challenges.
Nevertheless, such collaboration needs new
focuses to succeed.
I wish that the nearest future will rely on e-coinnovation, with “e” as ecological, economic,
educational, electronic and ethical; “co” as
collaborative and enabling a convergence of
intelligences and “eco” as ecosystems.
Innovation inspired by nature and centred on
humans; taking advantages from past knowledge and
experiences, from differences; able to make us
dream, smile and live in peace, respecting each other
and building a sustainable future together.
Such innovation will need a world platform for
Knowledge Society requiring efforts of all who wish
to participate in building a sustainable future.
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Abstract. In order to develop, deploy and sustain a digital mobile service attractive to the users, one of the key parameters is to understand and to identify
the satisfied users of such service and to maintain a user satisfaction-centric
knowledge management. The classical way of achieving this is to collect users´
direct or indirect feedback and to measure their level of satisfaction. Digital
mobile services have a global focus and address global audiences - which
means getting users´ feedback and finding users´ satisfaction by performing
studies using questionnaire for millions of users. Such an approach cannot be
the most efficient way for doing so. This paper proposes an alternative approach of using data science knowledge and techniques, which performs a prediction on the usage data to distinguish between satisfactory and unsatisfactory
users at a different level of granularity. First of all, this model generates some
common predictors from users' access log data through descriptive analysis.
Later, these predictive variables are used to predict the level of user satisfaction
using Machine Learning Algorithms. Using this user-centric knowledge management model, digital service providers could measure whether their offered
services would reach success by predicting the number of satisfied users.
Keywords: User feedback, digital service; user satisfaction; data science, prediction model; knowledge management, service evaluation, machine-learning
algorithm;

1.

Introduction

There is an increasing demand for evolving digital mobile services around the world
to facilitate human life and activities. Technology-based startup companies are pioneers in forming digital services in all over of the world. One of the key issues of current businesses is not only to recognize who the customers are – rather to understand
users' contextual information such as their location, real-time activities and ways of
communication and interaction with the different services. If the organizations do
have relevant customer (of their services/products) information and behavior patterns,
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it will help them in making better decisions regarding the product or service development. The success of the digital services is represented by an increasing number of
loyal customers. On the other hand, the loyalty of users relies on how they utilize and
like the features provided by a digital service. However, understanding the powerful
features as well as the digital services that are liked by an user is a challenging issue.
Besides, users’ behaviors are changing continuously along with the rapid moving of
the digital age. Therefore, it is required to analysis user activities related to the digital
service in order to understand the motivation or level of interests towards it (i.e. how
often the user access this service, how the user the service per day, week or month)
[1].
It has been a common trend to identify user´s gratification with the digital services by
getting the users’ direct feedback on the determinants of the user satisfaction. In general, user´s feedback is collected using any of the traditional forms like filling feedback forms, conducting surveys, oral questionnaires carried out by the survey team, or
by getting a rating from the user after using a specific service or the product. In the
age of a nomadic lifestyle, all users do not have such patience or time to give these
kinds of feedback. Besides, a small number of users usually participate in these forms
of feedback. Therefore, a decision based on this feedback may lead to developing the
service to a wrong direction. In contrast, users of the different digital mobile services
generate a large volume of user activity data that can be used to measure user's satisfaction instead of relying only on user’s direct feedback data.
Analyzing such large amount of data using statistical models is difficult. Besides,
current businesses require instant analysis of user feedback - which is not possible
using the conventional manner of statistical analysis. In this case, appropriate Machine Learning algorithms can be used to analyze data in real time. To the best of our
knowledge, there are very few proposals that use activity data to find user satisfaction. Given these circumstances, we are exploring how to develop a data science
model that could be able to measure the success of a digital mobile service. The proposed model exploits user´s activity data rather than user’s direct feedback data for
identifying his/her level of satisfaction. Thus, the main contributions of this paper can
be enumerated as follows:
• We develop an innovative data science model for discovering satisfied users
from digital mobile service unlabeled access login data.
• We demonstrate that the volume of the dataset is not the main pre-requisite
for building such a predictive model.
• We observe that satisfied users are the key indicator for measuring the success of a digital mobile service.
The remaining of the paper is structure as follows: in section 2, related research efforts are described. Section 3 illustrates the methodology and method of the proposed
user satisfaction model. Section 4 depicts the experimental results based on a sample
dataset used in the proposed user satisfaction model and shows that the proposed user
satisfaction model could resolve the research problem mentioned in Section 3.3. Finally, future efforts and conclusions are presented and discussed in section 5.
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2.

Related Efforts

Several interesting proposals for discovering the level of user satisfaction have been
presented in the last couple of years [2-4]. Almost all of them worked with data science models based on the user direct feedback data. Proynova and Paech [5] identified the factors that influence user satisfaction. Nourikhah and Kazem Akbari [6] present the impact of service quality on user satisfaction. They present a model estimating the distribution of quality of experience using Bayesian data analysis, Electronic
Commerce Research and Applications. These authors present a method that correlates
Quality of Experience (QoE) and Quality of Services (QoS). In their approach, they
use opinion score distribution instead of the mean opinion score. Besides, they use
Bayesian data analysis instead of linear regression as they find two shortcomings of
linear regression: (i) linear regression assumes that dependent variable complies with
the Gaussian distribution and that the predictor variables are independent. (ii) The
dataset used in linear regression should be metric, while other forms of data cannot be
used. Their approach depends on the user feedback on QoE using which they develop
their model to find the user satisfaction on QoS. Kiseleva et al., [7] proposed a model
that could predict user satisfaction by using the interactive dialogue with the intelligent systems like Microsoft’s Cortana, Google Now, and Apple’s Siri. Kim et al., [8]
present in their paper which and how variables should be considered in the data science model for user satisfaction. The authors present a forecast model for the user
satisfaction on searches using the clicking data (dwell time) on the link. Hsieh and
Tang [9] presents an approach to use Neural Network in meteorology and oceanography. The authors show how to use different statistical methods by improving and
modifying various parameters to adjust to the problems Noh et al., [10] present the
influential factors for digital home services. O’Leary [16] analyses the prediction
market where he indicates that there are limited works, based on user centric data. He
outlines that user centric data could provide more effective and transparent pattern of
market prediction. Although most of these techniques use the users’ direct feedback
data, they could impact other methods on identifying the factors for measuring the
level of satisfaction with the different digital services.

3.

Methodology and Proposed Model

The deductive reasoning method [11] has been selected to guide and carry out our
research efforts. It is a common understanding that if a user interacts with the service
frequently than the average interaction (by all users) - we can claim that the user is
satisfied with it. On the other hand, if the number of satisfied users is higher, it can be
said that the service has a success factor. Therefore, the proposed model first estimates the satisfied users of the service by descriptive statistical analysis. Then, the
user with this statistical estimation will be measured using the machine learning data
science model. In this section, we present a data science model which facilitates an
interpretable, multi-granular analysis of the decision-making process. We begin by
discussing the problem setting and relevant details, then dive into the details of modelling and inference.
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3.1.

Definition of a Satisfied User

Three issues affect the level of satisfaction of a digital service user according to [12]:
• Impact of the service to the user (this impact may be social, personal, professional, or financial)
• The opportunity provided by the service. For example, social ties through the
service (e.g., like, sharing contents, status update, etc.) may lead the increasing customer satisfaction.
• Usability of the service (e.g. technical difficulties are faced by the user)
All of these issues can only be measured by empirical studies (survey, questionnaire,
rating, etc.). Besides, there is no benchmark value for satisfaction. Therefore, we rely
on Trait theory to identified and define a satisfied user. Trait theory posits that a person’s behaviour will be generated consistently with his or her personality traits. There
were empirical studies [14-15] reported that personality traits have a significant relationship with customer oriented behaviour. Consumer’s attitude, behaviour, and
thoughts are reflected through the service/product that is being used by them. They
also consider these services as the brand. When a user considers and recognizes a
product or service as a brand, he/she becomes active to the service/product that means
that active user is an indicator of the happy user. So, from different researchers’ point
of view, a satisfied user means a loyal user who repeatedly uses the service or the
product.
3.2.

Success of the Digital Service

Customer loyalty is vital to the success of business organizations. The success of a
digital service relies on the user satisfaction, while higher satisfaction makes a user
loyal to a digital service. Chen et al., [17] present and analyze the factors that affect
the success of a digital service. These factors are revenue efficiency, distribution
model, the competition of product, service/implement model, strategic alliance, and
market segment. These authors illustrated domain specific business factors rather than
common factors for all IT based business or services in this paper. Therefore, these
factors cannot be used to develop a generic predicting model that could measure the
success of a digital service. But how can these success factors be measured? The determinants that lead most to measure the success of the digital service are (i) number
of users and (ii) revenue earning [18]. These two determinants of success are influenced by the user level of satisfaction, which relies on the quality of the service. Popular services and products become brand while increasing its number of users. Considering the definition of the quality of any digital service, user happiness and benchmark of the success of the digital service, we assume that there is a hierarchical relationship among the quality of the service, the user happiness and success of that digital service – which can be presented as the Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Relation between user satisfaction and success of digital services

3.3.

Formalization of the Problem & Research Question

Consider a decision space S holding m number of users of a digital service. There are
p number of features provided by the service (i.e. the decision space is p dimensional). S contains N number of multivariate observations {x1, x2,...,xn} interacting by the
users with different features of the given service. We consider that these observations
are sampled from a normal distribution. A hyperplane (decision boundary) l is required to be identified to separate the solution S´ space for classifying the users into
two solution space: S´h (satisfied) and S´u (unsatisfied). Based on the above problem
and the discussions provided in the previous sections we formulate our main research
question as follows:
How to measure user´s satisfaction of a digital mobile service by analyzing access
service log data?
3.4.

Data Description

In our experiment, event-based access log datasets are used. The dataset contains 10
millions of events for 21 attributes. These datasets contain timestamp which indicates
when an event has been occurred. An event is generated if a user successful login,
successful authorization and so on has taken place. That means the dataset is limited
within the service access authorization, however it neither contain any demographic
data nor service featuring data such as feature viewed or clicked. If a particular access
event is generated, ‘1’ is assigned to the relevant attribute of that event, if not then ‘0’
is assigned to the feature for that event. The experimental dataset contains 18 such
events-oriented attributes among the 21 attributes. It is notable that these attributes
cannot be used directly for recognizing the user satisfaction pattern. Therefore, we
derive four features from these 18 attributes through a feature engineering mechanism. Later theses derived features have been used as predictors for estimating user
satisfaction.
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3.5.

Data Science Model Description

Having our research problem defined, our proposed model uses Binary classification,
since the solution space is to divide into two classes (satisfied and unsatisfied) by a
decision boundary. The supervised learning model is used to train the classifier. In
this case, a learning algorithm is provided a set of N labeled training examples s{(ui,
ci) : i = 1, ..., N} from which it must produce a classification function f: U → C that
maps target variables (here users) to classes. Here ui denotes the ith training user and
ci is the corresponding classes [19]. In our given research problem, the data is not a
labeled data; instead, it used unlabeled data. Therefore, the proposed model is required to develop a labeled training dataset from the given unlabeled data. Training
the proposed data science model using the training dataset and discover on the test
dataset are carried out in the following three stages:
•
•
•

Latent variables (predictors) derivation
Label Estimation on training dataset
Prediction Model

Latent Variables Derivation
This stage is applied on both the training dataset and test (new) dataset. It is hard to
find a pattern of the user behavior from the access log data if the dataset is unlabeled.
Especially, if the user generates the observations in the sample dataset as events and
the value of those events are presented in binary form. Therefore, a data science model is required to identify the unobservable variables that are used as the predictor in
the data science model. The steps below are followed in order to identify the predictor
variables.
Input: Experimental dataset is an unlabeled dataset F that consists of both binary data
and categorical data. It is converted into a data frame (we use matrix notation to represent the data frame, as it is common to represent a spreadsheet or a tabular data
frame of q rows and r columns as a matrix [20]), where q is the number of observation, and r is the number of features provided by the digital service. fi,j is any value
(either 1 or 0, since we are using access log data) representing an event related to any
feature of an individual user. Bellow we describe the steps used to derive the latent
variables.

⎡
⎢
⎢
F=⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

f1,1
f2,1
...
fq,1

f1,2 ... f1,r ⎤
⎥
f2,2 ... f2,r ⎥
⎥
... ... ... ⎥
fq,2 ... fq,r ⎥
⎦

and

⎡
⎢
⎢
X =⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢⎣

x1,1

x1,2

x2,1

x2,2

...
x p,1

...
x p,2

... x1,q ⎤
⎥
... x2,q ⎥
⎥
... ... ⎥
... x p,q ⎥
⎥⎦
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Derivation of Predictors: From the dataset F, find the following latent/unobservable
variables for each user and store into any data frame X that contains the derived predictors of p users and q (in this case, q = 4 as we assumed four predictors that are
highly correlated derived features from our experimental dataset) is the number of
derived feature. In this approach of happy user identification, we derive four different
latent variables (predictors) from the raw users’ access log dataset such as i) Slot wise
Average Spent Time ii) Daily Interaction iii) Day wise Life cycle and iv) Feature
Wise Interaction Ratio. Methods to derive these four predictors have been explained
in the following. These methods are influenced by the work of Rana et al., [14]:
Slot wise Average Spent Time, IRslotwise: We divided the 24 hours into four timeslots
00:00 to 06:00, 06:01 to 12:00, 12:01 to 18:00 and 18:01 to 23:59 to identify individual user’s access pattern on a daily basis. Slot wise Average Spent Time fs means the
summation of the individual user’s total events in each slot and total number of event
of all user of the similar slot.

Where N is the number of days in the dataset, su is the number of slot of user u, m is
the total number of users in the dataset.
Daily Interaction IRDaily: IRDaily is the individual user’s daily average events (i.e. daily interaction ratio) generation and can be calculated as dividing the daily events
(generated by individual user in each day) by the total events per day generated by all
users.

Day wise Lifecycle, LifecycleDaywise: It means the average difference between the individual user’s first access and the last access in the day.

Where
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t f → first _ access
i

tl → last _ access
i

Feature wise ratio, IRFeaturewise: It means the summation of the average ratio of individual user’s number of events divided by the total number of events generated for a
specific feature.

Where Findàindividual user’s feature wise event
Normalization of Predictors: To scale the derived features, this model normalizes
∧

the derived predictors and transform the normalized values into another data frame 𝑥 .
Feature scaling is used to normalize the values of each derived predictor variable between 0 and 1. Following the feature scaling formula [20] is used in this regard:

x − xmin
x! = i, j
............................(5)
xmax − xmin
∧

The resultant data frame 𝑥 contains the normalized values of the predictors (as shown
in the following):

⎡
⎢
⎢
x̂ = ⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

x̂1,1

x̂1,2

x̂2,1

x̂2,2

...
x̂m,1

...
x̂m,2

x̂1,N ⎤
⎥
... x̂2,N ⎥
⎥
... ... ⎥
... x̂m,N ⎥
⎦
...

∧

If this derived data frame 𝑥 is generated from the train dataset, it is used as the input
∧

for label estimation to train the prediction model. In contrast, if 𝑥 derived from the
test dataset, it is used as the input in the prediction model to classify the target variables.
Label Estimation on Training Dataset
This step is applied only on the training dataset since the classification algorithms
require a labelled dataset as the input with the target (class) variable column to train
the prediction model. We used the following label estimation function:
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Where x is the feature matrix, h(x) is the label vector, F is the number of features, W
is the weight matrix, and b is the noise. It is notable that weight and noise are randomly generated values by pre-defined function. The estimated label for training the dataset is calculated using the following conditions:
y = 1 if
And y = 0, for otherwise.
Finally, we get the training dataset as follows and it consists of the latent variables.
This dataset is used for training the model.

⎡
⎢
⎢
d=⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

x̂1,1

x̂1,2

...

x̂1,N

x̂2,1

x̂2,2

... x̂2,N

...
x̂m,1

... ... ...
x̂m,2 ... x̂m,N

y1 ⎤
⎥
y2 ⎥
⎥
... ⎥
ym ⎥
⎦

Prediction Model of a Satisfied User
To predict a satisfied user, we have method a Feed Forward Deep Neural Network
(FFDNN) algorithm. This proposed method is influenced by a paper of Andrew Ng
[21]. The model contains four hidden layers and each of these layers contains a
weight matrix W of the input feature and a bias vector b. We compute vector h1 which
is the input layer and first activation layer of the proposed model.
where x is input vector that represents correlated k x k features, W1 is the weight matrix for input layer and b1 is the bias vectors for the first hidden layer. W can be preinitialized or randomly generated by a customized function. In order to train our model, we use a pre-defined function that initializes the value of W. The number of neurons in each layer is considered as the bias b. For all other intermediate hidden layers,
vector hi can be defined as;
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In this equation each column of the matrix Wi corresponds to the weights of ith hidden
layer for a specific timestamp T. In all of these hidden layers, we use a non-linearity
function ó(z) for computing the hidden layers. In our experimental implementation,
the FFDNN which consists of input layer, 3 hidden layers, output layers with 350
neurons, 26401 parameters have been used. As shown in the Fig 2, five derived features from our dataset are used in the input layer as the input neurons and outputs 200
neurons. These 200 neurons are used in the first hidden layer to produce 100 neurons
which feeds into second hidden layer as input. Third hidden layer contains 50 neurons
which produce the output neuron.

Fig. 2. Neurons in the proposed Feed Forward Neural Network

Parameters in DNN are generated by the formula below:
Parameters = input values * neurons in the first layer + bias values
In the first layer 1200 parameters (5*200+200). Similarly, 20,100 in the second layer,
5050 parameters in the third layer and the output layers contains 51 parameters. In our
model, we utilize the Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU) as the activation function for all of
the hidden layers except the output layers. The reason behind using ReLU in our
model is to get better performance for active user prediction. Rectifier is an activation
function which is defined with the positive argument of this function and can be
shown as in eq. (9).
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Where z à is the input to a neuron.
On the other hand, we have used sigmoid as the activation function in the output hidden layer as sigmoid function takes real values from the previous hidden layer and
output any value of either 0 or 1. A Sigmoid function can be defined as:
S(z) =

1
..................................(10)
1+ e− z

We use the sigmoid function for the following reasons:
i)

Non-linear relationship between the input

ii) convert the input into a more useful output (in our case, between 0 and 1)
Again, we use the optimizer function Adam (Adaptive moment of estimation) [22]. It
is a stochastic gradient method. Since Adam does not need any stationary objective f(x) might change with respect to time and still the algorithm will maintain converge. The output hidden layer takes input fifty neurons which produced from the
third layer. It provides the predicted value of the label for each user. We used different epochs with 10 batch-size for training the model. We have used ‘binary cross entropy as loss function’ (in the proposed DNN model) as it measures the performance
of a classification algorithm whose number of output is a probability value between 0
and 1. The last layer will provide an output vector y which is the probability distribution over the N output classes.

4.

Experimental Results

In order to validate our concept, we have implemented the proposed model. Our experimental user access log dataset size was of 10704949 observations with 21 features. Values of the features in this dataset are binary and timestamp. We divided the
raw dataset into two sub-sets before any data pre-processing: 1st 5000000 observations were used for the trained dataset and the remaining 5704949 observations for
the test dataset. The first 5 000 000 observations were divided into 70%:30% ratio for
training and evaluation respectively during training the model.
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Then, the trained model is stored to evaluate the performance of the model with the
test dataset. In our experimental settings we simulate with four popular optimization
algorithm such as Adam, SGD, RMSprop and Adagrad. Since any artificial neural
network can defined as a stochastic process, we need to tune the hyper parameters of
the optimization algorithms. We know that value of hyper parameters varies from
model to model. Therefore, we need to tune these hyper parameters during training
the model to find the optimal trained model. Although, each of this optimization
algorithms have different set of hyper
Table 1: Accuracy & RMSE for different optimization algorithms
Accuracy on
validation
Dataset

Accuracy on
Test Dataset

RMSE on
Validation
Dataset

RMSE on
Test Dataset

Last
Epoch

Adam

0.8837209302

0.7837837837

0.273

0.465

194

SGD

0.5639534883

0.1756756756

0.508

0.908

1

RMSprop

0.7674418604

0.6756756756

0.404

0.569

181

Adagrad

0.7965116279

0.6351351351

0.400

0.604

193

parameters, learning rate and learning rate decay are two common parameters. We
simulate the proposed model by tuning these two parameters with different values to
see the impact of the accuracy of the model. We find the highest accuracy by
considering the learning rate 0.005, 0.01, 0.001, 0.01 for adam, SGD, RMSpprop and
Adagrad respectively. We did not find significant variation in the accuracy for
learning rate decay. Therefore, we kept the value of decay 0.0 for all of these
optimization algorithms. The simulated results of our experiments are shown in Table
1. The result of accuracy and RMSE in Table 1 shows that the Adam optimization
algorithms provides better optimized result. In the following sub-sections, we discuss
the salient result we found after analyzing this experiment.
4.1.

Result Analysis and Discussion

We have iterated the model 200 times to train it. From the simulation, we find that the
model learns until 194 epochs when optimization algorithm is ‘adam’. This indicates
that the proposed model learns consistently. Based on the ‘’adam’ optimization algorithm, the experimental result shows that the RMSE is 0.273 with evaluation data set
while 0.465 with test dataset. Besides, we get 88% accuracy with validation data
while 78% with test dataset. Figure 2, presents the accuracy for the given test dataset.
On the other hand, in the case of neural networks, the loss is negative log-likelihood.
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Fig 3: Summarize history for accuracy

The model becomes better when loss becomes lower. Besides, the value of loss
refers to how good or poor the model performs after each or a several number
of epochs (iterations). Fig 4 shows that loss is decreasing as the Fig 3 shows
that the accuracy is increasing, since accuracy is inversely proportional to the
loss of any model with respect to the iteration. From both of these figures, we
find that the accuracy and loss does not vary significantly after 100 iterations.
This indicates the generalization of the proposed model.

Fig 4: Summarize history for loss

We also evaluate the model using the ROC curve. We find that the AUC score is 0.96
in the evaluation data as shown in the Fig 5. High AUC ROC score indicates the classifier currently can perform the classification correctly. However, it requires to search
the threshold for which it can classify more better. On the other hand, low AUC ROC
score indicates that indicates the classifier currently cannot perform classification
correctly, and even fitting a threshold will not improve its performance. In this case,
our proposed model could predict an active and satisfied user correctly, as we found
the AUC score in test data set is 0.93 (as shown in Fig 6):
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Figure 5: ROC curve on Validation Dataset

Figure 6: ROC curve on Test Dataset

We also evaluated the model by varying the number of predictors. We found that a
significant number of users have a very low interaction with the service. As a result, it
significantly deviates the overall accuracy, precision and AUC. Therefore, we filtered
out the users those who have interactions less than the mean of total users’ interactions. This improves the accuracy as well as the AUC of the model. Besides, all predictors that we have derived from the raw dataset are slot wise interaction in each day,
daily interaction, feature wise interaction, and user’s Lifecyle in each day in the system. Our experiment shows that all of these features are highly correlated to measure
user’s activeness in the digital system. Therefore, we can argue that if someone spend
a countable time regularly with the digital mobile service, one can be a satisfied user.
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5.

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a data science model to discover satisfied users of a digital
mobile service. The novelty of this approach is that it uses the user’s access log data
of the given service rather than user´s direct feedback data. We show that the model is
able to classify users as satisfied and un satisfied. We also evaluate the performance
of the model using performance matrices such as accuracy, and ROC-AUC curve.
The accuracy scores derived using these matrices above 90% for both validation and
test dataset – which indicates a good and acceptable value for a data science model.
We use a dataset of 10 millions of user observations (events) in our investigation for
the proof of concept of the proposed model. This proposed model shows that any size
of dataset can be used to develop a promising prediction model using a Deep Neural
Network. In this way, we also show that active and satisfied users can measure the
success of digital service, if we could classify them. Besides, a large scale of user
access log dataset can be used to see the performance of the proposed model, and we
left open this task of scalability of the model as the future work. We have been also
working with different other user access log datasets to see how this proposed neural
network model works
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to present
application of recency, frequency and
monetary value (RFM) approach in
Knowledge Management. It explains how we
can benefit from RFM by using knowledge
management and what the role of information
management is in the ICT sector. This
analysis spawns the pertinent rules for each
customer segment obtained after using
clustering methods in RFM. The study
explores the effects of special resources and
relationships among cluster firms on
innovation performance, and focuses on
knowledge management as the mediator for
investigation. Knowledge management
emerges as the mediator of industry clusters
in
terms
of
corporate
innovation
performance, thus providing support for the
research hypotheses. The findings of this
study are valuable for further research and
strategic thinking on the sustainability of
corporate operations.

Keywords:
Knowledge
Management,
Customer Clustering, Segmentation, RFM
(recency, frequency, monetary), Customer
Relationship Management
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1. INTRODUCTION
Telecom sector is characterized by vast
subscriber base, intense competition among
the mobile operators and amongst the lowest
tariffs in the world. Domestic subscriber base
has made it one of the fastest growing
industries. Organizations can use this data in
shaping customer portfolios, building
segments, new product development,
fashioning business processes and customer
service, and in marketing communication and
promotions. For instance, clustering based on
RFM attributes provides more behavioral
knowledge of customers’ actual marketing
levels than other cluster analyses.
By forming a cluster, firms can lower
their investment costs and facilitate the
acquisition of professional labor, knowledge,
and techniques to access common suppliers,
cultivate professional labor, create spillover
effects of techniques and knowledge, and
enhance competitiveness. With the special
resources and relationships that characterize
cluster firms, are the effects on corporate
knowledge management significant and do
they influence performance? This study aims
to explore the theory regarding the effects of
industry cluster knowledge management on
innovation performance and validation in an
attempt to contribute to both theory and
practical management.

2. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
in CRM

Data_for_KM.xlsx

The RFM method is used in our project to
demonstrate the effect of KM in CRM. After
using RFM Methodology, we use another
method which is about customer clustering
and named “two step cluster analysis”. It can
be used to cluster the data set into distinct
groups in case these groups are initially
unknown. The first step makes a single pass
through the data, during which it compresses
the raw input data into a manageable set of
sub clusters. The second step uses a
hierarchical
clustering
method
to
progressively merge the sub clusters into
larger and larger clusters, without requiring
another pass through the data. Hierarchical
clustering has the advantage of not requiring
the number of clusters to be selected ahead of
time.

RFM model has been very popular in direct
marketing due to its many benefits. The
managers of a company can easily understand
this type of analysis and can decide to
implement it. The RFM analysis enables the
investigation of the subscribers' behaviors
and makes predictions in this respect and
leads to a short term growth of profits.

Accordingly, we have conducted our work
within the following guidelines;

Our analysis 1st step RFM Analysis result is
below;










For the analysis, we worked ICT
sector customer data of 40,000 people
and we used 4000 of them for
sampling.
This data includes customers whom
has
used
telecommunication
equipment and applications is give
Recency (R) - for calling customer
service and Frequently (F) - for how
often they call customer services and
Monetary Value (M) - for how much
they paid for services and make
payments again.
This data includes RFM Score which
is important for first step to clustering
customers and using for to estimate
their behavior about ICT interest.
This ICT sector company serves
many regions including Asia, Europe
and America.
Our data is below;

3. APPLYING RFM MODEL

In this data RFM has a five data binning and
it depends our customers RFM scores which
are related to weights and standardization of
RFM.

Case Processing Summary
Cases
Valid
N

Missing

Percent N Percent

Total
N

Percent

Frequency
score *
Monetary
3983

100.0%

0

0.0% 3983

100.0%

score *
Recency
score
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The chart of bin counts displays the bin
distribution for the selected binning method.
Each bar represents the number of customers
that will be assigned each combined RFM
score. Although you typically want a fairly
even distribution, with all (or most) bars of
roughly the same height, a certain amount of
variance should be expected when using the
default binning method that assigns tied
values to the same bin. Extreme fluctuations
in bin distribution and/or many empty bins
may indicate that you should try another
binning method (fewer bins and/or random
assignment of ties) or reconsider the
suitability of RFM analysis.

The heat map of mean monetary distribution
shows the average monetary value for
categories defined by recency and frequency
scores. Darker areas indicate a higher
average monetary value. In other words,
customers with recency and frequency scores
in the darker areas tend to spend more on
average than those with recency and
frequency scores in the lighter areas.

The histograms show the relative distribution
of values for the three fields used to calculate
recency, frequency, and monetary scores. It is
3
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not unusual for these histograms to indicate
somewhat skewed distributions rather than a
normal or symmetrical distribution. The
horizontal axis of each histogram is always
ordered from low values on the left to high
values on the right. With recency, however,
the interpretation of the chart depends on the
type of recency measure: date or time
interval. For dates, the bars on the left
represent values further in the past (a less
recent date has a lower value than a more
recent date). For time intervals, the bars on
the left represent more recent values (the
smaller the time interval, the more recent the
transaction).

Auto-Clustering

Schwarz's
Ratio of
Number of

Bayesian

BIC

Clusters

Criterion

Changea

BIC
Changes

4. APPLYING TWO STEP
CLUSTERING MODEL
After the RFM applying, the second analysis
was performed with categorical variables
which are region and gender information.
This step will give us RFM modelling results
with knowledge management. After this
analysis, the data became more meaningful
within categorical information such as gender
and territoriality.

Ratio of
Distance
b

Measuresc

(BIC)
1

22620.211

2

17666.101

-4954.111

1.000

1.352

3

14022.381

-3643.720

.735

1.868

a. The changes are from the previous number of
clusters in the table.
b. The ratios of changes are relative to the change
for the two cluster solution.
c. The ratios of distance measures are based on the
current number of clusters against the previous
number of clusters.

Our analysis 2nd step Two Step Clustering
Analysis result is below;
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Cluster Distribution

N

% of

% of

Combined

Total

Cluster 1

1294

32.5%

32.5%

2

1435

36.0%

36.0%

3

1254

31.5%

31.5%

Combined

3983

100.0%

100.0%

Total

3983

100.0%

Centroids

Monetary

Frequency

Recency

Stand.

Stand.

Stand.

Std.
Mean

Cluster

Std.

Deviation

Mean

Deviation

Std.
Mean

Deviation

1

.36098

.130143

.38203

.132592

.16352

.096448

2

.35958

.132131

.38349

.134375

.16410

.093812

3

.36043

.133380

.38600

.136512

.15701

.095315

Combined

.36030

.131853

.38381

.134454

.16168

.095177

Region

1.0

Frequency

Cluster

2.0

Percent

Frequency

3.0

Percent

Frequency

Percent

1

1294

100.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

2

0

0.0%

709

52.6%

726

54.1%

3

0

0.0%

638

47.4%

616

45.9%

1294

100.0%

1347

100.0%

1342

100.0%

Combined

5. CONCLUSIONS
This study has shown that it is essential to
differentiate between information and
knowledge into the ICT Sector. If the
companies' managers who make daily
collections
of
customer
information
understand the benefits of these methods,
they will benefit from the possibility to
identify customer with using clustering and
approach them in a personalized manner.
The goal of the study is to determine the
applicability of the cluster method to
understand customer lifetime value for ICT
Sector. The method proved its efficiency in
processing large volumes of data which
resulted into customer clustering featuring
high internal homogeneity and high
heterogeneity between clusters.
In summary, gender is not distinctive
variable for ICT sector in America. On the
other hand, Europe and Asia’s ICT customers
affect by gender. In Asia this sector
dominated by gents. Also the mean and
standard deviations of the RFM variables
after 2 step clustering were found to be close
to each other. This is evidence that the
categorical information is not a factor in the
analysis of RFM. Categorical information has
shown an impact on each other.
Considering the above analysis, here are our
suggestions for the ICT sector:

Gender
0.0

1.0



Frequency

Percent

Frequency

Percent

Cluster 1

653

34.2%

641

30.9%

2

0

0.0%

1435

69.1%

3

1254

65.8%

0

0.0%

Combined

1907

100.0%

2076

100.0%

It would be appropriate to redesign
the content and practices in the sector
in the Asian region to increase the
interest of women.
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Analyzes should be made so that
European content samples can be
implemented in Asia.



It is suggested that new technologies
should be widespread for future
generations to increase interest in this
sector.
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Abstract— The development of information systems (IS) in
the field of electrical engineering represents a significant
challenge: juxtaposing industrial reality with virtual reality
which must be explicit and remain true to the functional and
behavioral perception of real industrial objects. The digitization
of processes, names and functions is, in any case, not all that
simple. One needs to study reality to understand the underlying
cognitive representations. This paper presents two points that we
feel are important: the denomination of computer objects in
relation to their real-world correspondence and the functional
representation within the IS.
Keywords—Industrial Information System, IoT, Conceptual
representation, Functional representation, Semantic issue.

I. INTRODUCTION
As an Industrial Studies and Research Center of the EDF
Group, our mission is to study and develop Intelligent
Information Systems (IS) for use in the field of electrical
engineering. We must be able to understand and reproduce
how field agents designate reality, how they perceive the
industrial processes and how they act on them. The IS must in
no way obscure or transform this reality.
For us, the objects are not only physical objects modelled in
the IS, they are also objects perceived within our environment
in the context of an Industrial Company who designs, operates
and maintains them. Each player (designer, operator and
maintainer) thus has a perception -shared or specific- of his
industrial environment. Everyone's idea of it, from a physical,
behavioral and functional perspective, is as important as the
object itself. To take it a step further, it could even be said that
the objects are not dissociated from the idea we have of them;
our point of view is thus different from that of Ashton when he
talked about the Internet of Things (IoT): “Ideas and
information are important, but things matter much more”
(Ashton, 2009). From our experience, we observe that in
existing practices, the designation of objects is tightly linked to
the perception of the object in his environment. The ideas and
information about the object manipulated count much more
during the evolution of the IS because they are durable whereas
things are changing depending on their revamping.
With this in mind, we feel that it would be impossible to
develop an IS in an industrial context without taking into

account two fundamental
representations:

points

about

the

cognitive

 The first point concerns the designation of objects:
relational vs position names.
 The second point concerns functional point of view:
devices that cannot be represented 'as is' in the IS.
In the following chapters we will use examples to address
these two points and present the lessons learned while
developing intelligent IS dedicated to electrical engineering in
power plants. We conclude our paper with the description of
challenges which still need to be resolved.
II. “THE INTERNET OF THINGS”
In their paper about “The Internet of Things”, Gershenfeld,
Krikorian and Cohen (Gershenfeld & al., 2004) consider
"Naming is one of the primary functions of servers". They
distinguished five names: "A networked computer has five
different names: a hardware Media Access Control (MAC) for
the physical address on the local network (such as
“00:08:74:AC:05:0C”), an IP address on the global network
(“18.7.22.83”), a network name (“www.mit.edu”), a functional
name (“the third server from the left”) and the name of a
cryptographic key to communicate with it securely". Naming is
indeed a key point in industrial IS: an efficient codification of
name helps to quickly identify the devices.
Let’s take an example of the Instrumentation & Control
(I&C) of a hydroelectric power generation unit. In this
example, the I&C functionalities are done by Alstom’s
Controbloc automation cells. Let’s see how the codification of
names is done.
A. Relational names of devices
Figure 1 shows the excerpt of I&C’s schema concerning
the Controbloc controller. A controller has as many names.

Name in the Power plant
unit

wich is a photo taken in a hydraulic power plant (in the “real
world”). Each piece of equipment has its specific name: the
I&C cabinet is identified as “CG1”, on the left, and by “04
KAS 001 AR”, on the right.
The CG1 (Controller of hydraulic Group –or turbine- 1)

I&C address

Network name

Main Unit I&C controller
(“Controller of Group 1”)

External computers
identifier

Fig. 1. Names of the controller in a hydraulic power plant’s I&C schema

Controller cabinet No. 001
of hydraulic unit No. 004

Fig. 2. Example of position names used for the identification of an I&C
cabinet

In this example, we can see that four names are used to
designate the same device: CD1, CTB2, ULG21 and UR1.
The controller is first designated as CD1 : Controller
“Deux” (Two) of group N°. 1. This name is formed from the
name “Controbloc” and the name of the Power Plant unit with
which it is associated: here, hydraulic unit N°. 2. This is a
relational name –or associative name. For Gershenfeld an al.,
it’s a functional name (“the third server from the left”). We will
see in next paragraph (II) what a functional name is for us.
What matters here is the relationship between the I&C
device and other devices in a given environment and context:
the hydraulic groups, the control or display units, the network
and the computers. All this four names are also expressing
relationships with the environment.
This codification of names is
said “dynamic” as it reflects the
operating mode of I&C system.
Generally speaking, it appears
that the systems of relational
names
are
dynamic
and
reflecting a continuous nature of
functional interaction between
devices of a system. These
interactions are due to functional
links. If no functional links does
exist, no dynamic relation is to
be created. This error is
sometimes found in models. For
example, the relation between a
cover and a tub does not exist.

Cover

Relation (Cover, Tub)

Tub

The relation between Cover and Tub is artificial and, in
fact, can evolve. For example, a fitting cover can be
introduced. So, definitely, this relation is not an object.
B. The position names of devices
The previous example was found in the IS. Let’s see the
following figure (Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.),

These two names have their own specific meaning.
The designation on the left, CG1, is the name used by the
hydroelectric power operators. In a hydroelectric power unit,
some Controbloc cabinets are “general” (main servers) and
some are “local” (slave servers). This difference does not exist
in nuclear I&C. So, this system of designation is different than
the nuclear one.
It is coded and reads from left to right: Unit main
Controbloc.
 “C” for Controbloc,
 “G” for “Group” and not for “General” (A “General
Controbloc” is also referred to as a “Common
Controbloc” and is designated as “C”).
 “1” for primary, as opposed to secondary, which is
designated as “2”.

In this hydroelectric power plant, the controllers are
not assimilated to I&C nor I&C to the Controbloc
automation cells. The designation “CG1”, which
explicitly mentions the Controbloc automation cells, is
more practical than the next equipment system ID code
and is more significant for in situ operation.
This name is not a relational name as CD1. Here, in
the hydraulic power plant, people see where the
controller is (near the hydraulic unit N°. 4). But they need
to know which one of the Controbloc it is (It’s the main
Controbloc).
On the right, “04 KAS 001 AR” is an identification code: it
is a technical designation referred to as the equipment system

ID number. It is easily read from right to left; it is controller
cabinet No. 1 of hydraulic unit 1 No. 4:
 “AR” stands for cabinet (ARmoire, in French)
 “001” is the cabinet number.

C. Relational names and position names are complementary
Here's
another
hydroelectric
power
generation example.
We will see that
relational names and
position
names
are
complementary and that
position names should
not be erased during
digitization for the IS.

 “KAS”: The KAS code is derived from the coding “K”,
for plant "core" and “AS” for controllers. For
hydroelectric power plant operators, the KAS code
represents “everything connected to the Controbloc».
 “04” represents hydraulic unit 04.
These equipment system ID numbers are part of an
identification coding system borrowed from the nuclear power
field and transposed here in the hydroelectric power field. The
essential part of this designation is not its immediate meaning
but rather its identification capability. In this respect, it is
similar to the taxa of the nomenclature applied to living
organisms (Simpson, 1961). This identification code relates to
extrinsic implicits and groups together codes (AR, KAS),
which seem as strange to us as do the Latin names of plants.
That does not mean they are meaningless. They have meaning
in a whole system context.
In this I&C example, we note two systems of nonredundant names: the relational (or associative) names that
correspond to relative references (used in the information
system) as well as position names that correspond to absolute
references (these are physical markers that actually exist in the
field). Relational names are surnames (in the sense of
supernumerary: additional name).
Relational names are dynamic, position names are in
contrary said “static” as they do not reflect any interaction
between devices. This fixed positions identification system
could be qualified as a discontinuous system.
It is interesting to note that depending on the environment
in which devices are deployed and thus their designation by
users are very different. Concerning the example of Controbloc
controller, in a hydroelectric power unit, some Controbloc are
said “general” and some are said “local”. This difference does
not exist in nuclear I&C where Controbloc controllers are also
used.
So, when we compare to the five given names of the IoT,
we see that the “real world” is much more complex.

1

hydraulic unit = turbine + generator

Let’s
take
the
example
of
the
designation of the valves.
The valves are essentially
large
water
control
valves as shown here
(Figure 3).
Fig. 3. Head valve of the Lau Balagnas hydroelectric power plant (©EDF –
Gilles de Fayet).

In the classification below (left-hand column), the position
names: “Spillway valve”, “Head valve”… coexist with the
relational names “main system”, “auxiliary system”… We note
that it is not the type of valve that matters but its position
(head…) and its relation with its environment. During
digitization (right-hand column), the relational names have
disappeared. They are considered obvious by users (field
operators) but in the information system there is no way to
review the relationship between these valves.
TABLE I.

CLASSIFICATION OF VALVES BEFORE AND AFTER
DIGITISATION IN THE IS.

Classification of Valve
Before digitization
- main system
o main valve
o spillway valve
o head valve
o intake valve
o secondary valve
o stone trap drain
valve
o water chamber
drain valve
o etc.
- auxiliary system
o main valve
o water valve
o oil valve
o air valve
o secondary valve
o water valve
o oil valve
o air valve
- other control systems

Classification of Valve
After digitization

-

spillway valve
head valve
intake valve
secondary valve (stone trap
drain valve, water chamber
drain valve, etc.)

- auxiliary system main water
or oil valve
- auxiliary system main air
valve

o main valve
o water valve
o oil valve
o air valve
o secondary valve
o water valve
o oil valve
o air valve

- other water valve
- other oil valve
- other air valve

The position names and the relational names naturally
coexist in our cognitive representations. The classification
before digitization clearly highlights this duality. These two
aspects must thus be maintained in the IS, while taking care to
make this information explicit. Otherwise, there is a risk that
this knowledge may be lost as well as the risk of
incompatibility of the designations used by the various IS.
The use of relational and position names are rather well
adapted to the devices and equipments : the system is
structural. We will see that the designation of things by their
functional names is also a key issue in the IS.

9 sub-functions, the system is no longer considered "human
sized". The delineation of functions is therefore accompanied
by breakdown rules, for example: "The creation of elementary
systems having less than 10 actuators or sensors shall be
avoided". Contrary to what takes place in hydroelectric power
production plants, the delineations of the functions of these
systems are not natural as they are simply not easy to grasp.
In the building and operation of hydroelectric power plants,
the functional representation of equipments counts much more
than the object representation of things because most of the
time, things have to be adapted to the environmental and
geographical constraints to realize such elementary functions to
achieve final expected functions, taking the example of
« waterfall » and “stream” to which the infrastructures should
be adapted. There is little similarity between two generation
plants. In this field, the representation is functional.
Conversely, in the building and operation of thermal power
generation plant, the designation of things by their relational
and position names is more dominant. Indeed, things are much
more standardized in thermal power plants, and similarity is
very present.

III. FUNCTIONAL NAMES
A. Structural vs functional names
The IoT let us think that everything is “object” and could
be designed by relational and/or position names. Then, we
think it is not obvious.
Then, the second important point of our feedback concerns
the representation of functional systems in IS adopting explicitly or implicitly - an object-oriented approach.

B. The functional conceptualization of things
Let’s take a look at the hydroelectric power plants along a
valley. It is highly structured into functional assemblies as
shown in the following figure «which is a graphical
representation of all achievable dams».

B: Retaining structure

Expertise in exploiting hydraulic resources has been
developed over thousands of years. In this field, the
representation is functional : talking of “waterfall” and
“stream” to which the infrastructures should be adapted. The
waterfall or the stream do not have “tags”. They are just there.
In the thermal units, we build from scratch with more or
less standard devices plants which will realize energetic
functions. The representation is “object oriented” and is
moreover the one of the IoT, rather than functional. In
hydroelectric power plants, we adapt to natural and geographic
constraints and construct non standard plants.
It is not obvious to know whether or not a domain naturally
falls within an object representation or a functional
representation.
It appears that fossil-fuel power generation plants (coal or
uranium) relies on a structuring system that conceptualizes the
equipments. The French ECS (EDF Coding System) and
German KKS (Kraftwerk Kennzeichensystem) coding systems
strongly differentiate the equipments: there is no, or very little,
ambiguity even if the equipment ID of one are not intuitive for
the other. The equipment can yet be identified from one system
to another. Equipment may be included in several groups and
functional units are not strongly differentiated.
Based on the equipment ID, the ECS code develops
functional systems with the constant goal to define functional
"human-size" systems: when a plant system features more than

S: General and
common systems

Fig. 4. Description of hydraulic structures.

As this diagram shows, the functional assemblies (all which
supply water, all which stop the water, etc.) are strongly
differentiated. They can thus be symbolized by manufactured
objects (supply line, retaining structure or dam, etc.). These
manufactured objects are themselves the remnants of
functional groups but actually called as equipment (maybe
owing to the ancient history of hydraulic techniques).

The manner in which the labelling is shown may lend one
to think that these elements are equipment. Based on LéviStrauss studies, we would point out that it is the privilege of the
highly differentiated functional representations to be labelled in
this manner. In order to avoid any misunderstanding, the
experts emphasize that they are in fact functions (indicating
“Supply function”, “Dam function”, etc.) which initially seems
a bit odd but correctly reflects the underlying functional
conceptualization.

lacks of precision: "I know that the breaker of hydroelectric
unit No. 1 is there" said an operator. But someone else would
say "there, with hydroelectric unit No.1", while others would
say "there, with the power transmission system".
Greater detail must thus be provided to clearly differentiate
the functional assemblies. Also in the following diagram, the
expert clearly outlines the functional groups:

Supply
coded A
Everything that is
used to supply water
Dam
coded B
Everything that is
used to block water
Fig. 5. Two examples of functional groups.

A functional group "produces goods and services that
others [i.e., other functional groups] can only obtain through
it." (Lévi-Strauss, 1966). These groups thus exchange goods
(in other words, equipment) but also services (in other words,
transformations).
The following diagram clearly outlines three functional
groups on a smaller scale:
 <everything used to produce electricity>, symbolized
by the hydroelectric units and coded G,
 <everything used to return the water to the river>,
symbolized by the tailrace and coded F,
 <everything for power transmission>, difficult to
symbolize and coded E.
G: Hydroelectric unit

F: Tailrace
structure

Fig. 7. Functional representation laid out by an expert.

In these highly differentiated systems, "you know where
you are, in fact": "you're physically at the dam" because the
context is implicitly represented.
Let’s consider an example where we are physically in a
workshop: a scheduling IS. In this scheduling IS, we see a
functional system that enumerates <everything used to repair
the wheel> of the hydraulic power plant. We begin by
describing the equipment; here's the wheel; around which the
functional repair workshop is organized.
TABLE II.

E: Power transmission
WHEEL
REPAIR
Functions
Fig. 6. Description of a dam.

These functional groups appear to be linked to geographic
groups because they seem to be clearly defined. But there are

Planning
Inspections

WHEEL REPAIR WORKSHOP PLANNING

A hydroelectric power plant at the base of a large lake,
features 4 vertical-axis Francis turbine generators rated at
90 MW each. It operates at peak performance.
The turbine wheels weigh 40 tonnes each and measure 4 m
in diameter; they are made of ordinary, non-alloy steel.
The wheels undergo periodic monitoring within the scope of
the method.
Annual inspection with checks of the cavity zones, dye
penetrant testing of sensitive points to detect possible cracks
and to measure labyrinth clearances.

The system is based on a functional representation in which
object representations (wheel, workshop, etc.) are implicit. The
functions, followed by the equipment, must therefore be
explicitly formulated. One is not derived from the other.

The last reason mentioned, that of the company's social
view, should also be included. If the IS takes an opposing view
of a trade, by studying it under an object-oriented prism when
it is based on functional representation, it becomes difficult for
the interested parties to clearly express and formalize their
thoughts within the proposed framework. The explanations, the
formalizations may be deficient -the expert was unable to adopt
the new framework- but they can also become excessive,
overflowing the imposed framework: the expert requires notes,
diagrams and other additional explanatory tools.
Unconsciously, he attempts to re-establish himself within a
transformed model. A characteristic of this is that the
explanations that he provides do not stand on their own ; they
themselves need to be explained. We thus shift from a nearlymuet model to one that is over-explained. The model of
underlying understanding has itself shifted.

Surprises are sometimes encountered in IS when a
functional representation is modelled directly on a equipment
representation: “someone placed a telecom function on a
supply structure since a head valve was equipped with a
telephone”. In this case, the "telecom" function needs to be
differentiated from the "general and common services"
function to which it had been assigned.

Today, we are in the era of the IoT. Following the
interconnection of individuals, there is every reason to believe
that the objects themselves will be extensively interconnected.
But redundancies due to functional mismatch can occur. The
progress toward the "digital factory" and the paradigm of the
IoT highlights the object model. However functional
representations cannot be converted 'as is'.

Moreover, the distortion of the real functional world in an
object-oriented IS is a reef which we do not always see. This is
a dangerous reef which can cost lots in design and maintain of
IS.

The functional representations are somewhat delicate as
they feature a very strong conceptual structure, derived from
highly-structured technico-economic, and /or organizational,
requirements. In the digital factory era, when expertise will no
longer be transferred by men, the digital machines must be able
to keep track of and justify this conceptualization. This notably
wills that the outlines of the functional groups be traced and
retained. The functional outline diagrams that trace the history
of each installation must be retained, structure by structure.

Archiving of
inspections
Weekly
analysis of
findings

Weekly
selection of
interventions

These inspections are recorded on standardized sheets.
During the last inspection and based on the checks recorded
previously, the plant manager noted a change in the size of
the cavitation ranges on the wheel of Unit No. 1, along the
trailing edges of the vanes, camber side, near the connection
with the belt. In addition, the clearances at the lower
labyrinths are worse.
He feels that an intervention on this wheel would be
necessary as early as the following year:

IV. CHALLENGES FOR THE DESIGN OF INDUSTRIAL IS
"There are, in fact, only two true models of concrete
diversity: one in terms of nature, namely that of the diversity of
species; and the other in terms of culture provided by the
diversity of functions2" (Lévi-Strauss, 1966).
Functional representation cannot be systematically
modelled on a representation of equipment. In order to know
which representation is to be used, one must study and
understand how it all works.
"There are several reasons why it is complicated for
individuals to explain how they work", explains Sophie Le
Bellu, who is committed to explaining expert gestures within
the scope of her thesis, "work often requires an understanding
of the body, incorporated knowledge. Man also has to deal
with an undeniable language deficit: there are no words to
explain and express everything. Often people start by
explaining, then they stop saying "it's complicated". Another
phenomenon, the concept of social representations, does not
make speaking easy either: the company has an idea of what a
given trade involves and the parties concerned themselves are
an integral part of this social vision" (Le Bellu, 2000).
The inability to express oneself may be associated with not
only being unable to find the right words or with taboos
(everything relating to one's body in the corporate
environment), but also to mental representations that are too
obvious to be made aware of: and, as such, they cannot be
formulated.
2

The virtual world has transformed our way of looking at
our world. The terminology of industrial reality is based on a
system of position names while IS essentially use a system of
relational names, which interconnects the objects. The two
naming systems must nevertheless coexist; one cannot be
substituted for the other. And the second point, and possibly
the most delicate: certain industrial realities underlie functional
conceptualizations that we cannot transpose into a world of
objects without distortion.
Communication protocols is an example of massive use of
IoT concepts. An interworking framework now includes a
semantic level (mostly developed with ontologies) where the
naming conventions is a real challenge. That is the difficult
question that we have been working on.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An overview to a practical agent computing planning model based on beliefs, intentions, and desire is presented
and possible augmentation to intelligent multimedia is explored. (Nilsson-Genesereth 1987) introduces agent
architectures. A specific agent might have internal state set I, which the agent can distinguish its membership. The
agent can transit from each internal state to another in a single step. With our multi-board model agent actions
are based on I and board observations. There is an external state set S, modulated to a set T of distinguishable
subsets from the observation viewpoint. A sensory function s :S  T maps each state to the partition it belongs.
Let A be a set of actions which can be performed by agents. A function action can be defined to characterize an
agent activity action:T A There is also a memory update function mem: I x T I. Dynamics and situation
compatibility in introduced as a structural way to compute and compare epistemic states. Worlds, epistemics, and
cognition for androids are introduced with precise statements. The foundations are applied to present a brief on
Computational Illusion, affective computing, and Virtual Reality. KR for AI Worlds, and Computable Worlds are
presented with diagrams. Cognitive modeling is briefed with an introduction to ordinal dynamics. A preview to
computational epistemology with cardinality and concept descriptions is introduced. Deduction models and
perceptual computing is presented with a new perspective. Intelligent multimedia interfaces are an important
component to the practical computational aspects. Visual context and objects are presented with multiagent
intelligent multimedia. Context abstraction and met-contextual reasoning is introduced as a new field. Mulltiagent
visual multi-board planning is introduced as a basis to intelligent multimedia with applications to spatial
computing.

1.1

The Agent Models and Desire

Let us start with the popular agent computing model the Beliefs, Desire, and Intentions, henceforth abbreviated as the BID
model (Brazier-Truer et.al.). BID is a generic agent computing model specified within the declarative compositional modeling
framework for multi-agent systems, DESIRE.
The model, a refinement of a generic agent model, explicitly specifies
motivational attitudes and the static and dynamic relations between motivational attitudes. Desires, goals, intentions,
commitments, plans, and their relations are modeled.
Different notions of strong and weak agency are presented at

(Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995). (Velde and Perram, 1996) distinguished big and small agents. To apply agent computing
with intelligent multimedia some specific roles and models have to be presented for agents. The BID model has emerged for a
“rational agent” : a rational agent described using cognitive notions such as beliefs, desires and intentions. Beliefs, intentions,
and commitments play a crucial role in determining how rational agents will act. Beliefs, capabilities, choices, and
commitments are the parameters making component agents specific. Such bases are applied to model and to specify mental
attitudes (Shoham, 1993), (Rao and Georgeff, 1991; Cohen and Levesque, 1990; Shoham, 1991; Dunin-Keplicz and Verbrugge,
1996). A generic BID agent model in the multiagent framework DESIRE is presented towards a specific agent model. The main
emphasis is on static and dynamic relations between mental attitudes, which are of importance for cooperative agents. DESIRE
is the framework for design, and the specification of interacting reasoning components is a framework for modeling, specifying
and implementing multi-agent systems, see (Brazier, Dunin-Keplicz, Jennings, and Treur, 1995, 1996; Dunin-Keplicz and
Treur, 1995). Within the framework, complex processes are designed as compositional architectures consisting of interacting
task-based hierarchically structured components.
The interaction between components, and between components and the external world is explicitly specified. Components
can be primitive reasoning components using a knowledge base, but may also be subsystems which are capable of performing
tasks using methods as diverse as decision theory, neural networks, and genetic algorithms. As the framework inherently
supports interaction between components, multi-agent systems are naturally specified in DESIRE by modeling agents as
components.
The specification is sufficient to generate an implementation. Specifc techniques for such claims might be further
supported at (Nourani 1993a, 99a). A generic classification of mental attitudes is presented and a more precise characterization
of a few selected motivational attitudes is given. The specification framework DESIRE for multi-agent systems is characterized.
A general agent model is described. The framework of modeling motivational attitudes in DESIRE is discussed.

1.2

Mental Attitudes

Agents are assumed to have the four properties required for the weak notion of agency described in (Wooldridge and Jennings,
1995). Thus, agents must maintain interaction with their environment, for example observing and performing actions in the
world: reactivity; be able to take the initiative: pro-activeness; be able to perform social actions like communication, social
ability; operate without the direct intervention of other (possibly human) agents: autonomy.
Four main categories of mental attitudes are studied in the AI literature: informational, motivational, social and emotional
attitudes. The focus is on motivational attitudes, although other aspects are marginally considered. In (Shoham and Cousins,
1994), motivational attitudes are partitioned into the following categories: goal, want, desire, preference, wish, choice,
intention, commitment, plan. Individual agents are assumed to have intentions and commitments both with respect to goals and
with respect to plans.
A generic classification of an agent's attitudes is defined as follows:
1. Informational attitudes: Knowledge; Beliefs.
2. Motivational attitudes: Desires; Intentions- Intended goals and Intended plans.
3. Commitments: Committed goals and Committed plans
In planning, see section 6, the weakest motivational attitude might be desire: reflecting yearning, wish and want. An agent may
harbor desires which are impossible to achieve. Desires may be ordered according to preferences and, as modeled in this paper,
they are the only motivational attitudes subject to inconsistency. At some point an agent must just settle on a limited number of
intended goals, i.e., chosen desires.
1.3

Specifying BID Agents

The BID-architectures upon which specifications for compositional multi-agent systems are based are the result of analysis of
the tasks performed by individual agents and groups of agents. Task (de)compositions include specifications of interaction
between subtasks at each level within a task (de)composition, making it possible to explicitly model tasks which entail
interaction
between
agents.
The formal compositional framework for modeling multi-agent tasks DESIRE is introduced here. The following aspects are
modeled and specified:
(1) a task (de)composition,(2) information exchange, (3) sequencing of (sub)tasks, (4) subtask delegation,
(5) knowledge structures.
Information required/produced by a (sub)task is defined by input and output signatures of a component. The signatures
used to name the information are defined in a predicate logic with a hierarchically ordered sort structure (order-sorted predicate

logic). Units of information are represented by the ground atoms defined in the signature. The role information plays within
reasoning is indicated by the level of an atom within a signature: different (meta)levels may be distinguished. In a two-level
situation the lowest level is termed object-level information, and the second level meta-level information.
Some specifics and a mathematical basis to such models with agent signatures might be obtained from (Nourani 1996a)
where the notion had been introduced since 1994. Meta-level information contains information about object-level information
and reasoning processes; for example, for which atoms the values are still unknown (epistemic information). Similarly, tasks
that include reasoning about other tasks are modeled as meta-level tasks with respect to object-level tasks. Often more than two
levels of information and reasoning occur, resulting in meta-meta-information and reasoning.
Information exchange between tasks is specified as information links between components. Each information link relates
output of one component to input of another, by specifying which truth-value of a specific output atom is linked with which
truth value of a specific input atom. For a multiagent object information exchange model see, for example, (Nourani 1996a).
The generic model and specifications of an agent described above, can be refined to a generic model of a rational BID-agent
capable of explicit reasoning about its beliefs, desires, goals and commitments.

1.4

Representing AI Worlds

Diagrams are the ''basic facts of a model'', i.e. the set of atomic and negated atomic sentences that are true in a
model. Generalized diagrams are diagrams definable by a minimal set of functions such that everything else in the
model's closure can be inferred, by a minimal set of terms defining the model. Thus providing a minimal
characterization of models, and a minimal set of atomic sentences on which all other atomic sentences depend.
However, since we cannot represent all aspects of a real world problem, we need to restrict the representation to
only the relevant aspects of the real world we are interested in. Let us call this subset of relevant real world
aspects the AI world. Our primary focus will be on the relations amongst KR, AI worlds, and the computability of
models. Truth is a notion that can have dynamic properties. Interpretation functions map language constructs
(constants, function and predicate symbols) onto entities of the world, and determine the notion of truth for
individuals, functions and relations in the domain. The real world is infinite as the AI worlds are sometimes. We
have to be able to represent these ideas within computable formulations. Even finite AI worlds can take an
exponential number of possible truth assignments. Thus the questions: how to keep the models and the KR
problem tractable, such that the models could be computable and within our reach, are an important area
(Nourani 1991,93a,93b, 94,96), (Lake 1996). To prove Godel's completeness theorem, Henkin defined a model
directly from the syntax of the given theory. The reasoning enterprise requires more general techniques of model
construction and extension, since it has to accommodate dynamically changing world descriptions and theories.
The techniques in (Nourani 1983,87,91) for model building as applied to the problem of AI reasoning allows us to
build and extend models through diagrams. We apply generalized diagrams to define models with a minimal
family of generalized Skolem functions. The minimal set of function symbols are those with which a model can be
built inductively. The models are computable as proved by (Nourani 1984,93a,95b). The G-diagram methods
applied and further developed here allows us to formulate AI world descriptions, theories, and models in a
minimal computable manner. Thus models and proofs for AI problems can be characterised by models computable
by a set of functions.

2.

INTELLIGENT INTERFACES

2.1

Affective Computing

(Picard 1999) assertions indicate not all modules is a designed AI system might pay attention to emotions, or to have emotional
components. Some modules are useful rigid tools, and it is fine to keep them that way. However, there are situations where the

human-machine interaction could be improved by having machines naturally adapt to their users.
Affective computing
expands human-computer interaction by including emotional communication together with appropriate means of handling
affective information. R.Picard’s group addresses reducing user frustration; enabling comfortable communication of user
emotion; Developing infrastructure and applications to handle affective information; and Building tools that help develop
social-emotional skills. Since neurological studies indicate that the role of emotion in human cognition is essential; emotions are
not a luxury. Instead, emotions play a critical role in rational decision-making, in perception, in human interaction, and in
human intelligence. These facts, combined with abilities computers are acquiring in expressing and recognizing affect, open
new areas for research. The key issues in “affective computing,'' (Piccard 1999a) computing that relates to, arises from, or
deliberately influences emotions. New models are suggested for computer recognition of human emotion, and both theoretical
and practical applications are described for learning, human-computer interaction, perceptual information retrieval, creative arts
and entertainment, human health, and machine intelligence. Scientists have discovered many surprising roles played by human
emotion - especially in cognitive processes such as perception, decision making, memory judgment, and more. Human
intelligence includes emotional intelligence, especially the ability to a accurately recognize and express affective information.
Picard suggests that affective intelligence, the communication and management of affective information in human/computer
interaction, is a key link that is missing in telepresence environments and other technologies that mediate human-human
communication. (Picard-Cosier 1997) discusses new research in affective intelligence, and how it can impact upon and enhance
the communication process, allowing the delivery of the more natural interaction that is critical for a true telepresence.
2.2

Knowledge-based Intelligent Interfaces

As we have seen thus far new advances in intelligent (knowledge-based) user interfaces that exploit multiple
media text, graphics, maps - and multiple modalities --visual, auditory, gestural to facilitate human-computer
interaction. The areas addressed are automated presentation design, intelligent multimedia interfaces, and
architectural and theoretical issues. There are three sections that address automated presentation design,
intelligent multimedia interfaces, and architectural and theoretical issues. Automated Presentation Design:
Intelligent Multimedia Presentation Systems: Research and Principles; Planning Multimedia explanations using
communicative acts, the automatic synthesis of multimodal Presentations;The Design of Illustrated Documents as
a Planning Task; Automating the Generation of Coordinated Multimedia Explanations; Towards Coordinated
Temporal Multimedia Presentations; Multimedia Explanations for Intelligent Training Systems. Intelligent
Multimedia Interfaces are: The Application of Natural Language Models to Intelligent Multimedia. Enjoying the
Combination of Natural Language Processing and Hypermedia for Information Exploration- An Approach to
Hypermedia in Diagnostic Systems Integrating Simultaneous Input from Speech, Gaze, and Hand Gestures. The
Architectural and Theoretical Issues: The Knowledge Underlying Multimedia Presentations; Using "Live
Information" in a Multimedia Framework.

5.MULTIAGENT

VISUAL

PLANNING

5.1
Visual
Context
And
Objects
The visual field is represented by visual objects connected with agents carrying information amongst objects about the field, and
carried onto intelligent trees for computation. Intelligent trees compute the spatial field information with the diagram functions.
The trees defined have function names corresponding to computing agents. Multiagent spatial vision techniques are introduced in
(Nourani 1998a,b). The duality for our problem solving paradigm (Nourani 1991a,95a,95b) is generalized to be symmetric by the
present paper to formulate Double Vision Computing. The basic technique is that of viewing the world as many possible worlds
with agents at each world that compliment one another in problem solving by cooperating. An asymmetric view of the
application of this computing paradigm was presented by the author and the basic techniques were proposed for various AI
systems (Nourani 1991a). The double vision computing paradigm with objects and agents might be depicted by the following
figure. For computer vision (Winston 1975), the duality has obvious anthropomorphic parallels. The object co-object pairs and
agents solve problems on boards by co-operating agents

5.2 Multigent Visual Planning
The co-operative problem solving paradigms have been applied ever since the AI methods put forth by Hays-Roth
et.al. (1985). See (Nii 1986). The muliagent multi-board techniques due to (Nourani 1995a), see next section. The
BID model has to be enhanced to be applicable to intelligent multimedia. Let us start with an example multi-board
model where there multiagnt computations based on many boards, where the boards corresponds to either
virtual possible worlds or to alternate visual views to the world, or to the knowledge and active databases. The
board notion is a generalization of the Blackboard problem solving model (Hays-Roth 1985), (Nii 1986). The
blackboard model consists of a global database called the blackboard and logically independent sources of
knowledge called the knowledge sources. The knowledge sources respond opportunistically to the changes on
the blackboard. Starting with a problem the blackboard model provides enough guidelines for sketching a solution.
Agents can cooperate on a board with very specific engagement rules not to tangle the board nor the agents. The
multiagent multi-board model, henceforth abbreviates as MB, is a virtual platform to an intelligent multimedia BID
agent computing model. We are faced with designing a system consisting of the pair <IM-BID,MB>, where IM-BID
is a multiagent multimedia computing paradigm where the agents are based on the BID model. The agents with
motivational attitudes model is based on some of the assumptions described as follows.
Agents are assumed to have the extra property of rationality: they must be able to generate goals and act rationally to
achieve them, namely planning, replanting, and plan execution. Moreover, an agent's activities are described using mentalistic
notions usually applied to humans. To start with the way the mentalistic attitudes are modulated is not attained by the BID
model. It takes the structural IM-BID to start it. The preceding sections on visual context and epistemics have brought forth the
difficulties in tackling the area with a simple agent computing model.
The BID model does not imply that computer
systems are believed to actually "have" beliefs and intentions, but that these notions are believed to be useful in modeling and
specifying the behavior required to build effective multi-agent systems, for example (Dennet 1996). The first BID assumption is
that motivational attitudes, such as beliefs, desires, intentions and commitments are defined as reflective statements about the
agent itself and about the agent in relation to other agents and the world. These reflective statements are modeled in DESIRE in
a meta-language, which is order sorted predicate logic. At BID the functional or logical relations between motivational
attitudes and between motivational attitudes and informational attitudes are expressed as meta-knowledge, which may be used
to perform meta-reasoning resulting in further conclusions about motivational attitudes. If we were to plan with BID with
intelligent multimedia the logical relations might have to be amongst worlds forming the attitudes and event combinations.
For example, in a simple instantiation of the BID model, beliefs can be inferred from meta-knowledge that any observed
fact is a believed fact and that any fact communicated by a trustworthy agent is a believed fact. With IM_BID, the observed
facts are believed facts only when a conjunction of certain worlds views and evens are in effect and physically logically visible
to the windows in effect. Since planning with IM_BID is at times with the window visible agent groups, communicating, as two
androids might, with facial gestures, for example (Picard 1998). In virtual or the “real-world” AI epistemics, we have to note
what the positivists had told us some years ago: the apparent necessary facts might be only tautologies and might not amount to
anything to the point at the specifics. Philosophers have been faced with challenges on the nature of absoulte and the Kantian

epistemtics (Kant 1990) (Nourani 1999a) for years. It might all come to terms with empirical facts and possible worlds when it
comes to real applications.
Explicit representations of the dependencies between attitudes and their sources are used when update or revision is required.
A third assumption is that the dynamics of the processes involved are explicitly modeled. A fourth assumption is that the model
presented below is generic, in the sense that the explicit meta-knowledge required to reason about motivational and
informational attitudes has been left unspecified. To get specific models to a given application this knowledge has to be added.
A fifth assumption is that intentions and commitments are defined with respect to both goals and plans. An agent accepts
commitments towards himself as well as towards others (social commitments). For example, a model might be defined where a
agent determines which goals it intends to fulfill, and commits to a selected subset of these goals. Similarly, an agent can
determine which plans it intends to perform, and commits to a selected subset of these plans.
Most reasoning about beliefs,
desires, and intentions can be modeled as an essential part of the reasoning an agent needs to perform to control its own
processes. The task of belief determination requires explicit meta-reasoning to generate beliefs. Desire determination:Desires
can refer to a (desired) state of affairs in the world (and the other agents), but also to (desired) actions to be performed.
Intention and commitment determination: Intended and committed goals and plans are determined by the component
intention_and_commitment_determination. This component is decomposed into goal_determination and plan_determination.
Each of these subcomponents first determines the intended goals and/or plans it wishes to pursue before committing to a
specific goal and/or plan.
5.3 VR Computing and Computational Illusion

The preliminaries to VR computing logic are presented since Summer Logic Colloquium 1997, Prague.
Theorem Soundness and Completeness- Morph Gentzen Logic is sound and complete.
Proof outline Plain Morph Gentzen Logical Completeness has two proofs:
A-There is a direct proof which applies positive diagrams, and canonical models for Lw1,w frgaments as the authors' papers in
mathematical logic since 1980.
B- There is a conventional proof route whereby we start with the completenss theorem for ordinary Gentzen systems. Form it we
can add on the morph rules and carryout a proof based on what the morph rules preserve on models. Again intricate models are
designed with positive diagrams.

Proposition Morph Gentzen and Intelligent languages provide a sound and complete
logical basis to VR.

A virtual tree, or virtual proof tree is a proof tree that is constructed with agent languages with free Skolem
functions. In the present paper we also instantiate proof tree leaves with free Skolemized trees. Thus virtual trees
are substituted for the leaves. In the present approach, as we shall further define, leaves could be virtual trees. By a
virtual tree we intend a term made of constant symbols and Skolem functions terms A plan is a sequence of
operations in the universe that could result in terms that instantiate the truth of the goal formulas in the universe.
That's what goes on as far as the algebra of the model is concerned. It is a new view of planning prompted by our
method of planning with GF-diagrams and free Skolemized trees. It is a model-theoretic view. Proof-theoretically a
plan is the sequence of proof steps that yields the proof for the goal formula. The proof theoretic view is what the
usual AI literature presents. The planning process at each stage can make use of GF-diagrams by taking the free
interpretation, as tree-rewrite computations, for example, of the possible proof trees that correspond to each goal
satisfiability. The techniques we have applied are to make use of the free Skolemized proof trees in representing
plans in terms of generalized Skolem functions. In planning with GF-diagrams that part of the plan that involves free
Skolemized trees is carried along with the proof tree for a plan goal. Proofs can be abstracted by generalizing away
from constants in the proof. Thus, such a generalized proof can be defined by a whole class of minimal diagrams.
This process is usually realized via partial deduction, which can be regarded as the proof-theoretical way of
abducing diagrams whose litterals are necessary conditions for the proof. We want to present a formal relation
between partial deduction and abduction from a model-theoretical point of view. However, it is not clear yet how
PD can be given a model-theoretical semantics. We define Hilbert models to handle the proof-model problems
further on. The idea is that if the free proof tree is constructed then the plan has a model in which the goals are
satisfied. The model is the initial model of the AI world for which the free Skolemized trees were constructed. Thus
we had stated the Free Proof Tree Sound Computing Theorem.

Theorem (Nourani 2005) For the virtual proof trees defined for a goal formula from the generic diagram there is an
initial model satisfying the goal formulas. It is the canonical model definable from the generic-diagram. .

6. Competitive Model Visual Analytics

Computing based on Intelligent Forecasting, and Model discovery was studied by the
first author since (Nourani1999). Multiagent business objects and Intelligent Multimedia
applications for for Management Science and IT were defined. Amongst the areas treared
were agent computing, modern portfolios, heterogeneous computing, business objects,
intelligent databases, intelligent objects, and decision science. A new view to MIS with
agent computing and intelligent multimedia was presented (Nourani 2005). Interaction
amongst heterogeneous computing resources are via objects, multiagent AI and agent
intelligent languages. New applications to business with intelligent object languages were
presented in brief. Intelligent multimedia and the new Morph Gentzen logic from
(Nourani 1997) are being applied since as a basis for to forecasting analytics. The paper
applies presents novel model computing techniques with model diagrams for the tableaux
with the applications to predictive modeling, forecasting, game tree planning, and
predictive analytics support systems. Generic diagrams are diagrams defined from a
minimal set of function symbols that can inductively define a model. Generic diagrams
are applied towards KR from planning with indeterminism and planning with free proof
trees. New sequent visual tableaux analytics computation system with a specific

mathematical basis developed here. Applications to designing stock forecasting analytics
that were presented since (Nourani1999, 2018). Consider an example ERP system with the goal to
optimize a business plan with task assignments based on team-play compatibility.
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Abstract
Electric motors are important components of
household appliance that effects the energy efficiency and noise level with a social impact. Considering the evolution period of electric motors in
household appliances, innovation can be seen at the
end of each life cycle of motor technology for every single product. Therefore it can be stated that
electric motors are open for innovation. There are
several ways for innovation. Collaboration is one
of them. Recently, improvement in sharing economies also resulted with knowledge sharing due to
shortage of resources. In order to achieve efficiency with limited sources collaboration is essential.
However, collaborating partner is very important to
get successful results. As a result of evaluation of
previous studies and experiences, classification
method is determined to give the decision of collaboration for each candidate corporation. Artificial
intelligence is used for this critical decision making.

1

Introduction

Since 19th century electric motors are very popular in the
industry thanks to important scientists such as Faraday, Oersted, Tesla, etc. for their innovative solutions. Electric motors are the machines that converts electrical energy to the
mechanical energy. Mechanical energy is used so many
areas that needs rotational movement and torque. Pumps,
household appliances, elevators, conveyors are some of the
examples of these application areas.
Previously most of applications used the motors whose
input is other energies than electricity. Motors that convert
chemical energy to the mechanical energy lose their importance day by day. Since they use petroleum, they increase dependence on those countries who have this source.
On the other hand there are many resources to create electricity. Recent technologies give us chance to use natural
resources such as sun and wind to obtain electrical energy,
in order not to give harm to the nature.
Additionally electric motors have such advantages like
higher efficiency and silent working conditions. Due to limited resources of energy and shortage that is not far from
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today’s world, efficiency is very important. Although there
is a big history in conventional motors of vehicles, number
of electric vehicles are increasing so that efficiency and silence advantages are given to the drivers.
This situation is valid for household appliances. Most of
the electric consumer appliances in a house are washing
machines, dries, dishwashers and refrigerators. There are
plenty of houses with these machines, therefore electric motors are inside of the houses. As soon as technology develops, requirements from these machines also changes. In
ancient times, for example an idea of a machine that is
washing clothes was so surprising for the people. On the
other hand, nowadays energy level of a washing machine is
very important argument for the people who buys it. Such
development is also valid for other appliances.
Considering washing machines, there are two main operating points in motor point of view. One of them is washing
period that is slow rotation with large torque requirement.
The other one is spinning period that is high speed rotation
with low torque requirement.
In order to satisfy these requirements induction motors
were used. These motors are controlled via a big electronic
card so that this two different operating condition is satisfied. However big electronic card and big motor couple
were expensive. Due to these expensive parts, washing machine was also expensive and this was not the case people
prefer.
Afterwards, universal motors are started to be used. Good
news about this type of motor is that universal motors are
plug-in motors. Only a few electronic component is needed
in order to control two opposite operating point of the washing machine. On the other hand disadvantage of this motor
is that brushes that are used in these motors for commutation. Brushes are carbon structures and due to friction during operation, brushes wear down. This disadvantage cause
lower life cycle of the motor and so that washing machine.
Since customers want to use their washing machine more
than 10 years, the need for innovation in motor technology
is raised. Another disadvantage of this motor is that friction
of brushes increases noise level of washing machine.
Due to the problems created by brushes, new motor technologies are called brushless motors. One of them was direct drive motors that were so popular in that time period
which is beginning of 2000’s. These motors were directly

mounted on the drum without any brush structure within the
motor. Thanks to the permanent magnet technology included in direct drive motor, efficiency of these motors were
higher than universal motors. Patents about permanent magnet usage limited motor applications until these years. Direct
drive motor also used big electronic card in order to control
operations of the motor. Although this solution was not the
cheapest solution, it offered long-life and noiseless washing
machines. Added to its cost problem, direct drive motor
assembly to the washing machine was so precise operation
that is open to some faults coming from human operators.
About five years later a permanent magnet motor is designed by using an existing motor with minimum investment. Operation control is done by a big electronic card.
This motor was assembled to the washing machine by beltpulley system so that minimizing production problems. It
also had long life time and noiseless structure. However this
motor and electronic driver system was not as cheap as universal motor system.
At that point new target was to have a motor system that
costs as universal motor system. Thanks to new technology
coming from winding machines that is used in motor production, it was applicable to cancel some of the windings
that are not used during operation of the motor. In other
words, innovation came with simplification. Additionally
magnets are arranged so that their benefits are increased.
Moreover electronic driver technology continued to develop. As a result of it more capable drivers with cheaper components are available.
Finally washing machines can provide long life, noiseless
and higher energy efficiency with reasonable prices.
Motor technology development of dishwasher, drier and
refrigerator was not so complicated. These machines have
one operating conditions. Therefore simple induction motor
types without electronic control were used in these appliances. On the other hand in order to increase efficiency of
these appliances, control of the motor is necessary. Permanent magnet motors are also used in these appliances for
efficiency and controllability. For these appliances controllability provides low noise requirement too.
Additionally customer expectations did not end up. Requirements that are related with motor of the household appliances are lower noise, higher efficiency with lower cost.
In other words innovation is needed in this area to achieve
these challenges.

2

Innovation

It is clear that in order to improve economy of a country for
improving competitiveness, intellectual capital and innovation capability are two important parameters. Innovation is
an invention that brings improvement together with money.
Innovation is a road from ideas to values that someone prefers to pay for. A product or a process can be innovative. It
starts from idea creation by means of lots of techniques.
Experimentation is the second step.
Universities are considered to be necessary for innovation. Thus academic-industry collaboration is established
mostly. Universities and research institutes are the major
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drivers of scientific and technological advancement. However, technology breakthroughs cannot become an innovation until it is successfully commercialized. That is why
university-industry collaboration is important. The intellectual resources continuously provided by university are a
priceless intangible asset to company. [Su et al., 2017]
Academic-industrial partnerships have gains for both
sides: intellectual property generation and exploitation for
industrial competitiveness, enhanced research capabilities
and updated research infrastructure for the universities and
innovation diffusion that fosters links between the sectors.
Publication opportunities for academia and employment
creation for the industry can be also added to the benefits.
[Freitas et al., 2014]

2.1 Open Innovation
Open innovation is driven by a desire to realize: cost reduction for technology development, reduced risk for market
entry, to achieve economies of scale for production, reduce
lead times for product or service development, and to promote shared learning. In essence the ability to “tap into
shared creativity is a considerable driver in the open innovation context and this creates the motivation for organizations
to link with other organizations as they no longer have to
make or source everything themselves. With the introduction of collaborate into traditional decisions of make or buy
a company can extend its capabilities in interaction with
others. [Öberg and Alexander, 2018]
In today’s global society, firms recognize they have much
to gain from creating partnerships and engaging with the
rest of the world. Open innovation refers to how organizations use internal and external sourcing and markets paths
for innovation, or share innovation processes. Open innovation is recognized as a progression from the classical linear
models of innovation, from technology-push, through supply-chains, to network or collaboration focused innovation.
For example in 2007 a number of organizations working in
the IT industry came together to create the Open Handset
Alliance and later to launch the globally successful “Android” operating system and software platform. The organizations included Samsung, Intel and Qualcom (handset and
component manufacturers); Google (a software developer)
and T-Mobile (a mobile telephone operator) who loosely
followed a vertical integration (or supply-chain) derived
structure. This is a well versed example of open innovation
around a multi-player venture that could be argued to be
market driven-the needs of the customers (or users) creating
the motivation for user-led innovation. Other examples indicate how firms may collaborate on horizontal level, in terms
of complementary (co-operation) and competing organizations (co-opetition), such as the “Ecomagination” initiative
that led General Electrics to collaborate with a range of
smaller and less-established organizations to create emergent “green technology” solutions and the development activity between Sony, Samsung and a number of other hightech electronics companies which enabled them to develop
core technology that was then sold by each organization in
competition with its collaborators.[Öberg and Alexander,2018]

2.2 Innovation Ecosystem
An innovation ecosystem allows firms to create value that
no single firm could create alone. The health and performance of each firm is dependent on the health and performance of the whole. Therefore, the competition is not limited to company to company, instead the competition takes
places from ecosystem to ecosystem. An innovation ecosystem is a place where innovative enterprises can integrate
resources and realize innovation.
The competition among innovative enterprises has shifted
from their products and services to the innovation ecosystems they belong to. It is hard for a single firm to have all
the elements required for successful innovation. Companies
should cooperate with suppliers, outsourcers, distributors,
intermediary agents, customers, research institutes, universities, and governments closely, and take full consideration of
the interdependences between components and complements, to construct a healthy innovation ecosystem, and
provide valuable products and services to their customers.
Many companies are trying to build or join a vigorous innovation ecosystem in order to enhance their capabilities toward innovation and their market responses. Successful innovation usually depends on close collaboration among
firms and their partners. [Su et al., 2017]
An innovation ecosystem is the complex relationships
that are formed between actors or entities whose functional
goal is to enable technology development and innovation.
The actors include the material resources (funds, equipment,
facilities, etc.) and the human capital (students, faculty,
staff, industry researchers, industry representatives, etc.)
that make up the institutional entities participating in the
ecosystem (universities, colleges of engineering, business
schools, business firms, venture capitalists, industryuniversity research institutes, federal or industrial supported
centers of excellence, state and/or local economic development and business assistance organizations, funding agencies, policy makers, etc.). There exists a lot of material, energy, and information exchanges within an ecosystem and
between the ecosystem and the environment, which help
maintain the stability and efficiency of the ecosystem. The
relationships within an innovation ecosystem transcend a
traditional value chain due to fluid boundaries between suppliers, partners and consumers. It can be tangible (monetary)
and intangible (cultural and social).
In innovation ecosystems, companies can adopt a coopetition strategy: they compete in gaining market share, but
cooperate for defense, development and growing of their
ecosystems at the same time. A single organization may
participate in several linked ecosystems, and may have different roles in each. Companies such as Apple, IBM, Ford,
and Walmart are regarded as leaders of innovation ecosystems and perform a critical role in enhancing innovation and
productivity. They strategically nurture their innovation
ecosystems by investing in innovation partners that help
make their suppliers, customers, and other members of their
ecosystem smarter, faster, richer, more innovative, and more
creative. The core company that plays a central role in the
innovation ecosystem is valued by all of the rest of the eco-
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system. Other members can utilize the abilities of the ecosystem such as services, tools or technologies to enhance
their own innovation performance as well as adding value to
the ecosystem by providing new applications and complementary products. [Su et al., 2017] Figure 1 shows core periphery framework of the enterprise innovation ecosystem.

Figure 1

3

Collaboration

On 25th September of 2015, United Nations accepted 17
Goals to transform our world that is called Sustainable Development Goals. Sustainable development agenda includes
goals such as zero hunger, end of the poverty, gender
equality … etc. Most of the global companies included these
goals as their own development goals. In case these goals
are achieved, national revenue of all world will increase
dramatically. Sustainability will provide companies respectfulness and trust. As a result of it, its customers, investors
and human resources will increase. According to Better
Business Better World report (a call to action to business
leaders to align with the Sustainable Development Goals);
six action is listed for companies in order to let them to be
leader in sustainable development. Two of these actions are
related with collaborations.
1) Collaborate with other companies in your sector to transfer global transformation to all sustainable market.
2) Collaborate with government, civil society and regulations so that provide all natural sources to be priced transparently and provide human resources to be priced fairly.
Companies that can optimize their resource usage will be
in a better position than the others. Humans are exist for
each other. Therefore in future, collaboration will be more
important than past. Leaders of future will be determined by
their collaboration competency. [Hbrturkiye, 2018]
The road that goes to perfect collaboration is given in Figure
2.

Source: [Skyrme, 2018]

Figure 2

Like any pyramid, the bottom layers provide essential
foundations for those above. The diagram illustrates the 6Cs
of collaboration:
 Connections. Before collaboration can start, the participants must connect with each other, irrespective
of location. Good high bandwidth networks are an
essential pre-requisite in this day and age.
 Content. Explicit content is usually an input and
output of collaboration. Documents and databases,
accessible through web-based portals are prominent in this layer.
 Communications. Much collaborative work takes
place through personal communications and conversation. This layer includes both voice and data
communications. It also covers a variety of communications patterns, ranging from 1-to-1, 1-tomany and many-to-many.
 Conversations. Conversations are sequences of
communications. This layer adds the much overlooked function of orchestrating and recording the
essence of conversations in a reusable way.
 Coordination. At this layer, a systematic approach is
involved to ensure that functions at lower layers,
such as content sharing and conversations, "function together or occupy their proper place as parts
of an interrelated whole".
 Collaboration. This layer represents the highest level
of collaboration capability. Each piece of work,
however large or small, is done in a collaborative
way. Key features at this level are a collaborative
style of working and technology tools to match.
(For completeness, there is a 7C version which includes as
the second layer Computation - for computer-computer collaboration without human intervention.)
Transformation as a technology network requires collaborative networks including all business units, joint ventures
and R&D Centers. With a wider aspect, universities, other
companies, national labs, information systems and legal
advisers are part of this ecology. Collaborative networks
results in new discoveries with saved time and costs. In order to get success from this system the following six key
aspects should be considered well.
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 Strategic selection of project - selecting the development method (such as acquisition, in-house or
partnership) based on a business-competitive
strength matrix.
 Selecting partners based on key criteria - world class
competency, commitment, trust etc.
 Matching projects and partners - meshing complementary competencies, matching interests, and in
general creating a win-win situation.
 Effective project management, with clear understanding of goals
 A strong co-manager (business champion) who sets
the pace, respects cultural diversity and has high
credibility
 Effective communications and networking, not forgetting the importance of face-to-face communications and local support infrastructures.
 Shift from a competitive to a collaborative mentality, both externally and internally
 Proper protection of intellectual property when
knowledge is shared more freely; preventing leakage of vital knowledge
 Capable of working across different cultures, both
company and national
 Entry and exit strategies for collaborations should be
clearly identified.
 Exactly determination of boundaries between companies and between employees, contractors, suppliers and partners
Especially R&D Managers have to move much further if
their companies are to be leaders in innovation. [Skyrme,
2018] The role of the orchestrator requires the ability to
collaborate with several partners simultaneously, while not
having direct control, and the skills of complex project
management. It is clear that government regulations have a
strong influence on innovation at the national, regional and
company levels. [Su et al., 2017]

3.1 Collaboration in Innovation
Economical competitiveness capability depends on capital,
export, infrastructure, competences/skill and process& technology “Technology” and “skills” dimensions are two main
dimensions contributing to play a significant role in enhancing the RD capacity. Knowledge creation, technology diffusion and development of R&D should be attracted from the
biggest countries. Building industrial capabilities requires
technology cooperation between local and international
companies, government and research/education institutions.
[Worasinchai and Bechina, 2010]
Technological innovation is the driving force for the development of electric motors. At each time period of
change, competitors are waiting just behind to get more
share in the market. Sustainable innovation is needed to
continue the business. This is valid for all industrial sectors
such as electrical vehicles. Since their aim is also lower en-

ergy consumption, it is understandable to check their way of
innovation. Innovation method differs between companies
in the meaning of ecological environment, market positioning, innovation path and business model. For example
Toyota made optimized configuration in the global and built
enterprise ecosystem to make progressive disruptive innovation and develop the middle and low-end market. Toyota
created a good innovation environment by the way of cooperating with local universities, enterprises and research institutes in various regions. On the other hand Tesla being in a
technology innovation environment preferred quick disruptive innovation for high-end market. Tesla like to stand in
the preface to the era of early adaptors. In order to promote
the development of electric vehicle technology, Tesla shared
all the Tesla’s patented technology with other companies.
As a result, it promoted the development of electric vehicle
industry innovation environment. Additionally BYD a company in Shenzen, formed a plurality of core technologies
through cooperation with domestic and foreign for nichebased market. BYD cooperated with the United States,
Chrysler and other international giants such as DaimlerBenz and Intel, to further enhance its technical level and
international brand influence. [Liu et al., 2016]
It is notable that for industrial partners just in time information is a major requirement. Industrial communities often
follow the money and cannot be sustained without the financial benefits received. Here, other benefits need to be
built into the model to ensure sustainability of the cluster
and ongoing interest in the communities. The supply of
skilled workers and specialized facilities has a draw for new
companies and can be a magnet for growth, many lessons
remain for how academic and industrial communities can
interwork and co-relate best practices. [Freitas et al., 2014]

3.2 Parameters Effecting Collaboration Quality
Unfortunately some of the collaborations end up with failure. Studies have shown that between 30% and 70% of alliances fail; in other words; they neither meet the goals of
their parent companies nor deliver on the operational or
strategic benefits [Kale and Singh, 2009]. Many reasons can
be listed for this failure. Companies prefer to sign contract
in order to prevent failure. However, in case structure of the
candidate is not suitable for the collaboration; contract will
not solve the problem. As a result of it money and time is
spent and the amount is depending on importance of the
project.
There are many parameters that have impact on collaboration quality. Referring study done by Worasinchai and
Bechina in 2010, many techniques used to determine parameters that effects collaboration quality. Lots of surveys,
interviews were conducted with different managers from
both sides of collaboration units in order to formulate parameters to understand the knowledge flow and the learning
processes between foreign companies and local Universities.
Additionally experience from a Turkish well-known R&D
Center is also evaluated for collaboration quality. Although
effectiveness of some of the parameters differ according to
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implicit and explicit knowledge, the difference is not considered to determine collaboration quality.
 Corporations that are collaborated previously has
good impact in collaboration decisions.
 Collaboration with supplier has positive impact.
 Collaboration with a corporation from private sector
brings better result than a corporation from public
sector.
 Although according to some sectors collaboration
with a competitor has a positive impact, it has negative impact in collaboration with the aim of innovation.
 Collaboration with a corporation that has in-house
R&D activities results with innovation.
 Corporations that has higher percentage of employers with university education creates good collaborations.
 Collaborations that has top executive decision power
of all corporations increases the collaboration quality. Strong involvement of leadership in the decision making is crucial for a successful collaboration.
 Corporations from foreign countries, also local
countries that spend many years on related subject
increases collaboration quality.
 Corporations that have own R&D strategy are good
choices for innovative collaborations. The intensiveness of R&D strategy has a positive effect on
the intention to share knowledge
 Most of the companies do not want to share confidential information. Because protection of
knowledge seen as having a competitive advantage
to the corporations. The clear lack of an intellectual
property strategy makes the companies quite often
reluctant to involve outside people in their business
routines or within the premises of the enterprise.
Trust is seen as a fundamental core value. Therefore as confidential information increases within
collaboration, quality of the results decreases.
 Benefit level of all the companies should be as much
as high for innovative collaborations. The level of
benefits has a positive effect on the intention to
share knowledge. Benefits should be clearly evaluated and highlighted in order to promote stronger
collaboration. The benefits as stated in the interviews are related to cost reduction, enhancing the
skills of employees, gaining a better position in the
market place, and so forth

3.3 Artificial Intelligence (AI) Classification
Knowledge engineering is a core part of artificial intelligence in research. Machines can often act and react like
humans only if they have abundant information relating to
the world. Artificial intelligence must have access to objects, categories, properties and relations between all of

them to implement knowledge engineering. Initiating common sense, reasoning and problem-solving power in machines is a difficult and tedious task. [Technopedia, 2018] AI
is mostly used to do this tedious task.
One of the advantages of AI is to speed up the process of
decision making. Rules are listed and according to definitions, AI decides the best solution. Compared to human decisions, AI will prefer the most objective option.
Selection of a collaboration partner may be subjective
decision sometime. As a result of being human, decision
maker may be effected from any other properties of corporation and leads to wrong judgment. Thus AI is used to give
such decision. It should be also added; opposite to the general idea implying that AI will take place of human; the valuable output comes from collaboration of AI and common
sense of human.
As mentioned earlier; expert knowledge is used to determine collaboration parameters. Rules regarding these parameters are created and defined in a conditional programming environment such as Excel, Python, etc. Conditional
statements checks result of a parameter with a value. If the
result is the same with the value, the action will be in one
way. If the result is not the same with the value, the action
will be in other way.
Considering all the parameters effecting collaboration
quality as a list; a spreadsheet (ex. MS Excel) is used to
determine whether a corporation is suitable for collaboration
or not in innovation subjects. (Figure 3) Giving the answers
to the questions creates a point for each question according
to following rule:
IF (Answer=”y”;1;0) x Coefficient
Questions
Corporation
Is this the first to collaborate with this
Corporation?
[y/n?]
Is this corporation one of the supplier?
[y/n?]
Is this corporation University?
[y/n?]
Advisers/consultant
[y/n?]
Is the company local or from abroad?
Does the company have any relation with
government policy?
[y/n?]
Is the company from Public or Private Sector?
Is the company one of the Competitors?
[y/n?]
Does the company have in-house R&D
activity continuously?
[y/n?]
Percentage of employees that have
university education
Top Executive Decision Power
[y/n?]
Years (Experience on corporation subject)
R&D Strategy
[y/n?]
Confidential Information
[y/n?]
Benefits Level
[y/n?]

Answers
C1

Collaboration? [Yes/No]

Yes

y
y
y
y
local
y
private
y
y
60%
y
5
y
y
y
Score

Figure 3
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There are two levels of answers for most of the questions. If
answer of a question is yes; it gives high value for the parameters that has positive impact. The logic is vice versa for
the parameters that has negative impact. Additionally each
parameter has its own coefficient according to the impact
level to the collaboration quality. This coefficient, obtained
from the rules, determines the point of the related parameter.
Finally all points of each parameter is summed up for each
corporation. Scores that are higher than specific level lets AI
to give collaborate decision. Additionally decisions that
implies “yes” also highlighted with green light in the score
section. Question lists and one example of answers are given in Figure 3.

4

Conclusion

Energy that can be used by people is limited and quantity
that can be used is decreasing day by day. There are some
searches and studies for new energy resources. On the other
hand some group of people are working on efficient use of
energy. Electric motors mounted on household appliances
are one of the basic energy consumer that is used by many
people all around the world. Therefore in order to decrease
energy consumption in houses electric motors are one of the
components that should be considered.
In recent years technology is the main component that
brings money to the countries. All big countries try to develop products or services that have low weight with high
values. Additionally life cycle of these products are very
short. Therefore sustainability in innovation is mandatory.
Popularity of sharing economies are increasing day by day
in all areas. As a mirror of it knowledge sharing through
good collaborations are necessary. Clustering, community
building, knowledge transfer and participatory models of
co-creation between users and developers therefore support
innovation diffusion.
Due to shortages in resources collaboration is one of the
tool for innovation. Borders are disappearing between people, companies or even countries with the help of worldwide
web. As a result of it many technology developer company
use collaborations in order to have the best product. Collaboration can be a way of innovation in order to solve a part of
a big problem such as energy shortage. Thus efficient products with reasonable prices should be developed.
In this study first of all importance of collaboration for
innovation is described clearly. Afterwards parameters that
effect collaboration quality are listed with the help of previous studies and R&D experiences. Moreover, a knowledge
management method is suggested to choose the right corporation for better collaborations in order to get innovation.
Considering the parameters, artificial intelligence classification is used in order to determine if a candidate is suitable
for collaboration.
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